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(54) RECORDING/REPRODUCING DEVICE AND RECORDING/REPRODUCING METHOD
(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To realize an appropriate

update and a simple consistency processing of control

information in a write-once recording medium.
SOLUTION: In a system provided with a random access
nature property by the use of the information of write-in

existence presentation information (space bitmap) in write-
once media, the control information including the space
bitmap and the last recording position information (LRA) for

showing the last position of already recorded user data is

updated on a disk in accordance with the generation of a

gap (unrecorded area) in an area before the LRA, or the
disappearance of the gap. Compatibility of the control

information on the disk and the recording status of user
data is confirmed by detecting whether the gap (gap shown
by the space bitmap) or the LRA in the control information
coincides with the actual gap or LRA on the actual disk, in

accordance with that the control information is updated on
the disk by the generation or disappearance of the gap.

When they are not matched, the updating is carried out so
that the space bitmap or LRA is matched in the control information.
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ffW ( D F L # 1 ) ££<>o f-f h V a hDF L«0^jt«iI2i 6 "C^*^ ^7 50
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(H) JP 2005-4S12 A 2005.1.5

I'D F L # 2 ) ifr**
3 4 * ?**c?-> 3#S &m>r < 7 h ') a h D F L # 3 D F L # 6 ^Ifi^
ftW^ffli: ? 41-, * 7 7> * + > /< 2 9 - 3 2 <?> 4 ? 7 7s 9 <DEH3 fi\ f { 7 * 7 f- «J 7, F
DF L<7>7 §§cofe«Mii£ (DFL# 7

)

'->S «K 3 2^7X?<7>DMAK(i > 7" -f 7x7 HJ* |-DFL# 1 ~ D F L # 7<r>7ffi

§ &«f 7 -r 7*nnFDFL#l-DFL#7 tt^T R tflJfffc 3 it« c
[0 0 3 9]

_tsB<7> J: ^> CDDSii 1^7^? (=6 5 5 3 6^ F) ^^MXi ?^.^> 0
B5U6ir>T^-f hfctlML 6 5 5 3 6 -'W Ft^DDS^.'^ hfc^M F 0 > I

[0 0 4 0]

Sf&giJ^- I'D D S Identifier) =TDSJ #!Sf»3 *t 20

[0 0 4 1 ]

iiSRfc, TDMAUiJi^TfrfriifcDDS (T DD S : r 7 D 0 S ) <7>gifr|5]&

[0 0 4 2]
/<-f H'£g 2 4 - 2 7604 hfctf, DMAft^f^x^hiUfDFL^Mftat^TK^ (AD DFL) jMr£*3it* 0

'"
30

/"W b&W. 3 2~3 5<04 Fii, r'-*V'-:/K£»t&.a-tf-T-*^M^4fe^®
S> »? L S N ( 1 0 g i c a 1 sector number: Sftg-fc * *rWxJO" Otttl*, P S N ( p h i s i c a I sector number: fcg-fc 7

tfg*LSN (iJlt7?-7Ki^) Kjto-Or;L-Cv»*o
F St 4 0 -4 3*>4>U FU«\ fW/->U**t*I SAO^-fX^^Ji*

o

M£l4 4 -4 704^ M'fi % f-^y->uU»t4 0S A©+-f Xj&«jj5*Ji*
40

<-f F ffil 5 2 © 1 /^ h K li , ISA, 0 S A Z&M ITr-?WWW^*> Z>

[0 0 4 3]
C^JioU^DDSJiA—V-f-^fiHKt^T K»>*i 1 SA, 0SA*v*-fX %

MJ«ttffl "J gg7 7 ^**fro o i *) -f- * V*- V^m* I S A v O S A

[0 0 4 4 ]
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02) JP A 2005.1,5

o

'T-^R#OT'-^ffi1It^L-Cw»* 0 4* 1 ^7^? = 3 2 4: 7* = 6 5 5 3 6 *U h
?&»K 1 -t? ?- = 2 0 4 S 'W h-C$>Z->o

[0 0 4 5]
Ti 7*7 MJX hDPL©jfe»^>6 4/U Mir -f 7xM-n h f Sjff $g£ S Hft e

? iftffs 5> a > , r%- 7*n y x h Mffrlal&, fo^ h y ^ h <7>a v f y - lo

&& IfflbWSB $ H* o

-c<7> * - 5 * - 9 mn.fr 8 >u ve» s n & <>

[0 0 4 6]
6 4^W ^f,'7^7 MMJ-ggftftli 0 7

/<-f Hifcg0#-& 2/W !-C(i\ Y< 7x^ MJX h D F L a?KM* t tT^C^J TD F 20

J JMaRSJUo
Mill 2 1 4 Mir -f 7 * 7 !- y x h D F L O^StM *

/<f httf^^4/W Mi foi* HJx hDF L*M*f LfcHJR**-*-. ft£
v £4ti±feft*&T>#?y -f-f 7x7 HJX HTD FL*>E#r®&£5|£$^jtlii: ?

Man 1 2 frb<r> 4 >i< y it. r* 7 x * h y x y d f l

k

tew&^y y y w

y&nz 4&h<o4 >u mi, £*suai sa, osA«*it-e*i©s*flw«^>*g

£*i fc^W^-f h ettfi y *- 7* 4: £ it, f^T 0 0 h t * ft& P 30

[0 0 4 7]

£#7 Kkxif^a t i <7.m%u im-r-i **eo«-fr, «*3 2 7 5 9

? i- b 6 3 - b 0 £ LTSt,
t? * b 6 3 - b 6 0 tttt, y y -©xf- * xfltfg (status l) **fe»3

DF LUfc'/>Tfi, xf-?A|fp TOOOOJ t £*t, at©«#ftlxy N y - *

«©^f'^^^ttl#tfU-3^T», T D M A ^ i5 »t<» T D F L <t>3£#7 KPXftaia
t i «5SttWOKlcj£^* 0

[0 0 4 8]
tf» h b 5 9 - b 3 2 Ufi, ? a ^«)t^^i-t ? /» - 7 Kl'XPSN*5*?

7Kl'APSNKi-?T>j{t^ti4o
kTv f- b 3 1 - b 2 8 *A\ *iii> h y -(cjstt^ —oc^X^-
^7if$K (status 2) »5|e0 ?it*J:^KtTi J:i^ 0
[0 0 4 9]
t'y h b 2 7 - b 0 KMU 3S#ft^ ^X^O^^tfS-t? r Kl'X P S N*1^ ? Jt 50
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(13) JP Z005-4S12 A 2005.1.6

[0 0 5 0]
W±«J:^4X*T Kk^ttHHa t i *« 1 oox > h - 1 i 9e>&Efe3KiG«

t X^Tt^ 9 X ? £ ft & 0

IT, £<^J: y&^y h V-*> ?
, msvymfenr* J i.'; M) x h DF LUtf^SftT

<^<o
[0 0 5 1 ]

I * J: -5 DMA K Cft.£?Hf$B5JSI§? ft&^Ji-f •< x ? £ 7 r A i-v -f X Ltzmv

Wt«TDMA J3 ^Tff*>ftSitK^^g
[0 0 5 2]
3. TDMAH
3-1 TDM

A

Jt5V»T, [32. 83K*L,t^^ K*a/aat»*««HR*tt>H*TDMAKov»-ca
TDMA (f >'f 7'/'DM A ) a, DM A i |S) C < 35* *i4f

imwmunu $ n.* c <t -ca« 3 ft rv> < 0

[0 0 5 3]
H9KTDMA jfi o

TDMAtfHMXtt. fllx_tf2 0 4 8 ^5X^1:8*14,
H^-r* <£ t 5 x 1 £>flMo<a* 7X^ tea, X'^- X tfy v ytfttBZtl

hwfta, water- 9 Wft?-tb%?-

$

> c&tfM/waHB

•) - kt '7 h y (r * - y- >) ) *h*t*&to ? 7 x if? h uti*?
T £ ft.& 3\ -I?)X^-X e y h t v 1 * 7 X * <?)-9- -f X'Tftff&T § a o

2 Jg rV x * * f1g&£ffitS<Z) 7^ x * (0J§<frli % %B £ t x^- x £
? ;> 7*tf?i- < 1 * 7X.*Tie^$*U->?K *WiSJBfciJ»t*TDMAfcfc^T*«>
K»*«> x x \£ ? b v 7jWE» 3 ft ft if J: v »„

[0 0 5 4 ]

TDMAK*v»Tli» f- *rtSO»E*-CX*j&a*<*o*»^ TDMArt*>*E«

?ft-T^<«>
TDPLWXtt, 1^5^^Ht*4 ^X^ttMlS.
[0 0 5 5]

S**J-4itU*SUTji»$ii« 0 dc^)#^, Sr^^x^-^t:? K'j/fi, TD^L
i v TDMA 1*1 ^fffeil*

o

Vt*), T DMArtt'Ji, X^-Xkfy KynUttTDFLi', Bl^jiffi^ftT^

[0 0 5 6] 50
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CM) Jp ?005-4?l? A 2005.1.5

t 1 ^^^^Ojg&S^-t^f ( 2 0 4 8 '^ h) SCKTDFL 1 ~4 7
'9Z99>MMt&<b<k9 j? (2 0 4 S^'-f F) fctt, 3fcf -c 77(0f£$atiSt?** TDD S
(t^*7^DDS (temporary disc definition stru

c t u r e) ^iim^ it^o
[0 0 5 7]

±st^Jr •? K7n^- * tf v f- v.? 7*}i, f^n^)l 7 9 7. *3>E»/*R»I*3B* 1

£y i-?f?u ^x.i^*ie0ifcg<??^ ?x^u#j&Lfctf r-a* roj tzix, r-?%
mWtfbhrzfyxt Ktfjfrr* t* 7 h ** T 1 J K -t -j V $ ii& k" y h y rtabo 0 io

1 -t7? = 2 0 4 8/M f-*>££\ I otf>E»S*>2 5GB«?SfiJt2 5 7 7<7>;*:$ ?

[0 0 5 8]

(31 0T'li\ It L-C, 1 7 97? 1*1^3 2 t^^^LT^4 6 *fc/<4

ift^J-OO'^ hti0^^2'^ hfcti, 7^-7fcf--> Kv/iD (Un-a
I located Space Bitmap Identifier) UT "UB"

To 0 hj £ Sft&o
r-fiTf 4 ??r> »b <?> 4 FCii, L~f -Y + >^5TOS^tl& 0 fill *> £ CO 7^- 7. tf y r-

v v -V 0 Kfcrl£1'*OjK W * 1 fc**J&*;&^*«^Mt& 0
[0 0 5 9]

r-tef 1 6 ^%<t> 4 8 't^ h UUU f-;F7?/^7^-y^ (B i t ma pInformation) frE&Z tl&o
tf-y h??^ ^o->3>ij, 77- ^ 7 A^fel (Start C 1 « s t e
r First PSN) > \£ h7V/7-^^|fejt| (Start Byte P
osition of Bitmap data) , 7*f- ^ti? (Va *>

lidate Bit Length in Bitmap data) i\ * Jl-ett 4
.'<•<( h £ $ it, Ji zTh S*t4 0
X ? - h 7 7 7v 7i£t (Start Cluster First PSN) f=-fA^itA^^fy T'TfS1-«>^«)^9X^CD<a;S^ PSN (^3fHt7 7

e v hvj 7*9-*?>0l&<£g (Start Byte Position of B i

tmap data) M\ t't*- 7 g #«>!ljftfi£S£, 7^ - 7 tr y h v
y "Z^^^U n - allocated Space Bi tmac Identifi
e r #>&ot8tt&S& ITeyxj h&x-mitii>w$>2,

<> z<om l QvW^tt-kf 7

f-7 ? 7r'-7«>*3 3 (Validate Bit Length in Bit
map data) li\ fcfv h v ? tV- 7<D*§ ? * v F&rgLjfcfcOT 1**,
[0 0 6 0]
C<7)®1 OW^-Xfv f"7^7,

^H2-k.^^ 1) <?>/M HS5[fl0*-^*R
(OL: 7f7^f-^ (Bitmap d a t a) »{|B0?*t-& o try Nvy 7r-?V>

Stt 1 GB^jit*) 1 -t^^T'^^o

t 3 4t. TO 0 hJ t?h*.
^UA^k'-yWvy^-t?^ (t?^3 1) (c^, TDDSj&5E^?*t«>o 50
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(15) JP JOG5-4912 A 2005.1.6

[0 0 6 1 ]

3fcfcTDFL (t>#5'J DF L) Olf&fc&^fto ±|g@ 9 O J: -5 KTD F L (i, TD

y 74>$fc»fcigJE?ttTv» <»
0 1 1 ICTDF L<7>jS$£^To
TDFLii 1 ~ 4 7 ?X9~?m$.$)ilZ> 0 ^oort^JiHo^DF L i Jt<T*>7)>-5> J: ? c
s ftm<r>$ 4 >U Ytfr-< 7x 7 h V*'M£aft»* 3*U H£l6 4

4 FOX«7 Kl^ffif&a t i A<E»3ttT^<j!r.v X^ftft^XtfT Fl'*tiltta t i

#H©*«)8^ h;5 ?£#7 KL>-xti?**?-** £ tU-.it tt|SHih?*ft 0

fiU 1 - 4 ^^A^^TDFLUU^Tfi, <?«>:ft&«>-t:? i$ft2 0 4 8^ J- »
DDS (TDDS) #IB£5$ tt*jft#D F L t H£fto

[0 0 6 2]

& fc> T D F L 5C#T K 1-7 ffift^SS^Jl-t ft 7 7 X 7 O jtifc-fc 7 7 <?>^ ifif t V
0 0 h T"lS^ft 0 ^ t TfM$-t 7 7 K T D D S #SB» * *i ft 0 it 3«f T K k

#»-fc77KTDDS*S»'*-ft£i:fc&ft 0

[0 0 6 3]

6 4 <M F<OfY?i^ ?• 'J 7. hfat|(tli S 7 -CSBIB UDFL^f^a^ I- "J 7

* mjx f-oaig^iEiasftfto iJtuio-cgifrwTDFLufcttftf'-* 7^7 h

$ H£8 1 2 B«f;>o0 4 -'W ho, fo^nn f-D F L t JSJtftx^ h -

A, OS A 0>**1<?*10£ £ (7?77&> UU -?"OTDFL^tfB#Aoffi

[0 0 6 4]
TDFLUJ3»tft££T Kl'Xltfta t i^Sil^ @8 "CvLrtrDF LUJStfftifcs&T
Kl^ti$6a t i Ofifiltra»T*»J> KU-7lSI8a t i l o^i> h <j

$

*tTloo^#^au^ft3S#jc^77s^i5S#^^ V7^^?itft 0 ^tT, i(OJ: 30

[0 0 6 5]

fILTDFL«3S#T Kl/^flUSa t i ©xf- 7 x 1 LTJi, roOOOJ ftWK,
ro 1 0 1 j n 0 1 oj i*4*-&rt**fto

i# ro 1 0 1 j r 1 0 1 oj t**^tt» ttattKMttttijk*?***

7ftJ§S"C&ft 0

e|j*>7T-77 TO 1 0 1 J %*>&»T Kl'^flSfta t i <D*tfr5c* ? * *
-b 7 * r K l- 7> t * 5 7> 7 oftmHsS. -fc 7 7 t K 1-7 ii , n*g*s 40

Tft 9 ? 7s* <0%$(Ot 7s ifKWT j£, «t * ft c
Ji^f-n 1^ T 1 0 1 0J O^^-v ^«D3c#7 Kl^^»«a t i 0^7c7v7^

Tft®^<^^777<0^f^0 77 7 7lCO'/>T035^Tt > X^5i£^^^-4><^ t ^&c

7t^7 97^i<cov»T0 2 0(7)^7 Kl/^fllUa t i £x> J- Ui-Hlf J: v»^o
t ^:fto

[0 0 6 6]
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(15) JP ?005-49I? A 2005.1.5

ISa t i h LT<-n'-X hiSigt^Witgi ? ftTv>S C fc & i'cD#$£ fco0
[0 0 6 7]
T D MA T iiS 9 t:^LtJ;^-:^^-^ e ••> !• 7?^tTDFL #Sfi*i S ft * ± 12

jiTDDS (temporary disc definition s t r u c t u «

e) #I£^?ft«>o

TDDSti (2 0 4 8.'<O) TflMt* *U-><> * IT±» IfcDMA UJ4»t* D
D S tffii!k<7>ft%}i:i£tt0 DDStfl^yX* (6 5536'^ M 12 *s

(31 2*»5*Jt*LT*>**J:iK % TDDSf*> MfcSo-5 3 £ "CliDD S t

l4TDMAft«)TDFL«>HJ»*a7 KkX (AD DFL> *** c
[0 0 6 8]
TDDSO'<-f M'£I 1 0 2 4«p||:il D D S fcttjfenffi%LfrUm$ ft-&<>
f<4 hUW. 1 0 2 4 4 .'U y iz fsU a--^f-f-- ^!E»jR^>«i^«a;t«:*-f
Steglf LtLRA (Last Recorded Address) ri<|BS3H*

/<-f NfcEl 0 2 8tJ-£«D4.'W hKUU TDMArt^flWX^-xt-; h v "/<7> H§
fettlt^J'TK^ (AD BP0) *E«?Hi,
ift&W/M N&HtWco^-f Hi'jHf-^i ^coWSii^TO 0 ii

[0 0 6 9]
.-<7>J;oK, TDDSIia-iF-7-?gJS^7Ku^tisA 4 OSA<Ot-{X, Stf

^e^v^^fef^tM (AD BP0) &-fi+Z>i><7>h ?ft*<>
i«TDDSli, X^-X fcf v hv-y /JtCFTDF L^H^-b* *US£»?it4fcfc % X

X e •? h v v -/X ttTDFL sM&tD S ft & * CPfc % l^it^TDD S jPBft ? ft* .1 £
u* 4 » t£-3TEl9«>TDMArtTj'tt, ^UiiJfl^ft^T;^- At'-y F7?/XttTD
FLrt^TDDS *f**f©TDDSt^^ *tf>+T?*8r«DX'*- X tf 7 y -7 y -fiffi £

£ftK«fcoT, X^-Xfcf? h-v^y^Jlj&BKS^ftTSa^ltT^oTt* ?|f$&"e#
Rt^ $ X *- x e ? h v v T£ % * 9 $ ft & o

[0 0 7 0]
3-2 ISAS^'OSA 40

HUUISAtOSA w&is-^-to
ISA (Ot-^/<?xy7:rtflflXm) 43<ttfOSA (t^-^^txijt

4£ I SAtOSAIiv 8E»iar*TFl/^KJtt*l?§a*, oi))f-^f^g^

[0 0 7 1 ]

SI 3 (a) iil.ff-f^^W^*), i SAJi-T-* V- >oftrt«fl|KR»Jt,n
, OSAiir-^y-xoiftWiifliKiKJtftiiio '

50
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On JP 2005-491? A 2005.1.6

1313 (b) ^2!f •rxxo$§£-Cab l'K I $ A 0 «J I'-f -V 0 Of- 9 '/— ^oHftJH
fl£R»t*>ft, o s a o ii u * o of- * v- ^ftttflflcRtt&fta. £ tz i s a
1 HW -V 1 Of- x /- ^^>*Aflf|UjS;»t 6*1, 0 S A 1 itM -V 1 Of- * V- >

2*f4 **Kfcv>t\ I SA 0-t I SA I0*g?lift4*#«-'feibi 0 OSAO/-0
S A 1 0*$ ;? fira-T***
[0 0 7 2]
ISA (XI4ISA0. I SAD, OSA (XtfOSAO. O S A 1 ) <T>*4 Xfi±j£
ODDS, TDDSF»9-ej&j(|$il« 0

I SAO* £3 Ji*>3!IHbl$Kfc£S*U -£0&0*SSi@S6C&<&# > OS w

KrORSU, TDDSrtt-ffi»1-* 0 S AO-fr-f XG>**fc£+*£J"e, 0SA*-fX*
32*+ iCi'> f *<ht fig

t

[0 0 7 3]
«-#£>iSA, OSA*fflv>/:xf»Sliv <XO J: -5 Kfr 4?4i*« f- xS?J£o*i-fr*W
U^ff« „ mix tfa—«f- f- * £ it f- * JffiJjWfr *>*i>5: KjfrL
Tf-x§&, l)fM*^SL.!t:it4 0 707>XfuK-*4ii*f>^^7^* ttt»*a*-c$4v»**» *OSlftf- I S AXtiO s
a p3 co$* * 7 * * u* # & * n « j: $ tt & 0 i nsjS3g#aa

9 X *t Kl^j^Xtfft* LT\ i ooJ5S?7 Fi-xfifRa t i^x>h
•J ?*i* 0

oS«K 7*- S&f-X£ i S AXiAOS ACE«L, ri>o£ §g#Jfc

K

«t4f-^12I^S4TDMAF>3C0TD F LK *S»t*35*7 r Kkxtg«g a t i -Cflf

[0 0 7 4]

a*ftluj:»iiSAX0SArt«)*4?fx?Ktiftjft4 o ^Lti^ 30

tao£*KlO^T K i,- x fli# a t i 5>TX v ]. 9**1* o
[0 0 7 5]
4. f -f xx Fx^-x^a

;

2cK > ±Ko J: ? 4 7 4 h 7 > xsgof < x * K.tjE&t-o f w x * r X^X 'IC^H

#«Of -f xx K5-f X|Sa<A\ 7 07>xl0fa^, W^lfHlO^yi^a-r

Of < xx 1. -f 7* Kr»*1-*ifc*»-c**"t»ofc U *oJ: 9 fc?
SrOf -f xxiaiL-C-i-¥-f- ^filCf- ?OK£5S££fr* 0 o 6£>*£j3<riT «
, T DMA , ISA, OSA^OSBfik/Mff'Gff ?io-cab<> 0

[0 0 7 6]
01 4iif f XX K^X«R*>«jjS*jjr*- 0
fv.xx l{i±^Lfc-7^ F-7 yxgof x?-c<fe& 0 f^xif i« % B#t<cv^>-

®JS (C LV) -ClilKlBSijgin&o
fLt^t'v^T;yy (x;^^:v F) 5 1 K<fco-Cf •< Xx 1±W~7 hx vXO
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(18) JP 2005-4912 A 2005.1.5

[0 0 7 7]

Tf-f **E»wKJ!Mru l/c^R|}M7* Ff-<T^i:$<*|| (H**-f

b* V * T 7 / 5 1 ft K ft V»Tff* Xi±~ NftfllK Jt oT f* 5 * V rt5tiiW7 * -

&iz\£y*T 7 i 5 1 £<ftfix 7 Kftfg 5 3 K J: »> f%' * ? ^g^rtJfcfM&PTS&i: ? it 10

£ k*7 * 7 7 7*5 1 Ui5»t* * - Ktt p— -tf Ky^ /<6 3 a>%<3 Yy < 7%
% < Yv < KioTl/- *'^*.|gft ? ft&o

JO 0 7 8]
7- < * * 1 ^ c ^>Rjw-jfem«itt t? 7 ^ 7 7 t* 5 1 rtfio 7 * ?• -i t * $ £ * o -citm $ n

[0 0 7 9]

0*5 6K«*et*.

"
"

EC Ci> 3-^/73-/5 7mf-i?i:K'f3- KSftjfcy'-Jttx -^fA «

Audio — Vi sua 1 ) y^fil 20 K£jgS ft*.
[ 0 0 8 0 ]

w-^7*7')^/cfiift tt-v h y^^0Hr5 4 >5 it* 7-7 a 7"

^-is-f-ttv o*r/na»5 8c*v»-c*ia$n*o ad i paw** LWr/a/.-vf

i /t:7 Kl/Xfa- ^ 5 9tt7 * r^0» 58*6M?ft47* 7* tJii^PL »
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03) JP J005-4912 A 2005.1.5

[0 0 8 1 ]

ifc, ^>w-7co7* 7*',' ^Kftig?* ITTh ')?*0»5 4^ til£3 ft* TV•>a/mt Lt\ 7*'J 1/3 - fv KflmP I C 4 LTct) **7>Mli, ? * t*

*l*o *LT2ttft3ft, •f'-^efv f m-Ai?4l*tt» ECCx>3-^/f3
-^5 7't'ECCfn- K, f<i>9~ ') - 7*3 *IT, / V I' 3 - f 7 Klfiffi J- L T<7>f
- * ^tii 3 4t* 0 $ *tfc '7*

'J U 3 - t 5> KflMtttV* X A 3 > f- D-76 0

[0082]

^AECCi^3-K$^f-^(i, KttMBIft5 6 tC*v»T WiffRL L (1-7)
p p ^sto&Hrt1* 3 it> - y/y < 9 mm 5 5 tiftft* *u-> 0

[0 0 8 3]

4ur. Rmav#ii x v— hmt. mmmm^icni-zMmm;^,

I-'-¥ K 5 4 6 3f(it^? ft L- —«-* K 7 4 -V<^X ^:^77-7"5 1 1*1 <7) U— -»F

[0 0 8 4] 30

V K7^^ 6 3 fi, i/>fc«9>*A PCB6 (Auto Power Conf
O 1) l-tsx., kfy * T y 7*5 1 F*9K kft£ \"-*f**7 x ^ ffif * -f ? * <^>jis

7j k j: > u - -+faa* /? 9 - % *- ?- l&# v- <^> ai# a<a** t*k <t t-g k
&& j: ^ um®? <& 0 nrcf^± *$<r> v - -v- tb^« § tg<» jj -> 7. -?a 3 > n d - 5

[0 0 8 5]

7*-f}7^ h7^^« 7s K«§i*-,f KvY7Sf^4iLt
EP % 7 * - 7> ^ x y - M-t, h 9 3» ^ ^ ^x y CT 7 * - % * K 9 ^ 7*-®^-,
h 9

y

* > y rmttkfc u tfv^t v 7*5 1 rto=«tt»<F>7 +

[0 0 8 6]
t jfc-fr- #[1® 6 1 ii\ v'X-f A 3 >- I- u - 9 6 0 75^*55 h 7 2> » :» ^ 7*<t^{Cfi>C.T

? * ir > 7*©^£ £-fr $ -*^> o

[0 0 8 7] 50
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4 tfBft 6 1 li, ^-;f>^X7- 1 t> Hi X V y K-x y
v WA3> f p-7 6 0*-f>OT^-t^*trW*i4 4rKX^»"C^I/v K K

7 -f /-g-t 1- i. , a l' >y K8HS 5 3 Sr fgi&l" -o o XL- y Kflug 5 3 fcli, @^ l ft v>

m £ * L s a U 7 K K 7 -f rfi-tu jg CT a k -y - y £ t ?\ t: -v 9 T ~j

75 1 A 7 4 KfHM*fTft*>il*o
[0 0 8 8]a^ K.v+ -jK0tt6 2dUli> K*^-* 2 *C L VEI^** fcfllTWifi^o
a f > KJP-V- - 6 2 tf, 7 * 7 JHS^fcftT* P L i? it* * a y ? *

4 £ -7- * J?±I$K 13 '^T fi\ - y/y ^ * mE§ 5 5 (JjWPLLUJoTtft? iU-> ff

n t ft « s> . c #1 £ fftH<h c L V 1ft?8 t Jt^-rh Z. t X~ 7s M > K ft/ j.

* LTxtf > KJMf-~>S?ENK6 2tt> a If > J9 —fi^-fctS tX±fa t X f > Y')V

K-tW 7fi-^*HlA7L, xe> K;i/*-*6 2*>CL V@t£*gfr?-e*o
1 * x e > K^* - 6 2 ii\ y^f a 3 > [• o - 7 6 0 frb<?>A ^ > K.v* >• » /

gjs #its TlDiis WjSftfOSjftsb^fire-^io 20

[0 0 8 9]
&± ?> J: * ft *f - ttlBSS&iitoaflUftft fiv^y D3>k'a-^cJ;otM$
it/tr^A f A 3 y h d - 7 6 0 U J: >9 $iJ?Sp ? ii« 0
vXtA3> f-D-y 6 0 it. A V v' 7s r A 1 2 07)>f>?>3-?> KKlSU-C^ttfeJl**

[0 0 9 0]
WAtfA VWfA 1 2 0 f-3v> K) ^i?tl^>ts «>ma>^-^ 6 O^s ifSiatr^tT 7si:fc'-y*T-yy 5 1 *»JS^** 0 ^- t"C ECCx>3-f/f 3-^5 7s ^KSIigg5 6 fcJt AV^fi 1 2 0^<3^j?
ilT#fe-r-^ (0lJ^^MPEG2ftt'<7>gt^<7>t- /

r^-^^^ v ^-fr^^^^r 30

Em*1*!? ?4l* 0

[0 0 9 1 ]

£fcffl£.tfA. V>Af A 1 2 OH, 7*4 7s^ 1 Kfa^^tlT'^-&^<>-7'- ^ fMPEG
2 e-f OSS**** U - K37^ K*HW&8llfc«l^rt, if^Mt/s:

3-7 > KK (9 fflg ? ft* 7KUA*y-y?Fttjevy7 ? y5 1 60T » -b^Bffe

ft©ftW» 7 o EP *> 7* 7s ^ 1 ^ t^Of- ^ ifai *!f V fimtt$s s

S(KH 11815 6 s ECCi^3-f/f3-/5 7l£*»t*'f3- K/'<7r U ^;7*^£

[0 0 9 2]
ftii> cn^^r'-^CvieSftfe^lCiis WA3> f n-76 Ofi, 7*7^5
SAtfT Kl/^7»a-^5 9UJ:oT«iilSli*AD T P7 K V 7s v^T T * ** *R
[0 0 9 3]
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£*t-7<> #@(!g6 1 K^tifals r < z?Mfa®M^<0\d<> -> 7*5 itf>r

•7*7,

>H3I&5 8» i 7@ieg5 5, E C C x vrj - tr/r? -
r"5 7K^ifa- Kfcgfc&frStf, BCAW«*7'J Ua-r ? Kfttt* LT^)ft^

v^rAny 0 »ii^> X ? K lTif*ffl*ft/s:B C AflMW»y 'J P3-f-; F io

[0 0 9 4 ]

01 4 T-iiv7x-f A 3 > i o-7 6 OAK** v^j.**'; 6 0 a*^lT"<>4 e dO*-
* .v ya/t'i 6 0a!iv ^Jx.^f^? 1 <OT DMA L£ TD v
* tf y h -7 T'fiOftJf **>H*r£#ffl ? ft*.

A KfSft? ft* TD F L * e v h v * ^SJ(b j|*tfi $ ft£W«*
* -V v > j.* -t 'J 6 0a l-^Jt^^o

[0 0 9 5]
ffl£i*'r-*<7)#&^s -f-*»&^XtMka#fTibft-, ^^-^evh^^XjiT
DF LOaKf*ff iRU, ^»Jf^x* l©TDMAKfc^T s TDFLXfiX^-

*^ h«S^tf>Jgzn^*2»*Tli* ttT>j:^t<J 6 0 a rt'^TD FL/^^
t'J6 0afi<5M»4 (ft*rfl>) TDFL/^-^fcfv Fv^^ r -f 7> * 1 <7>t

DMACflAfrJiiCti, T^iis ^JR@©TDFL/^^-Xtr -y h v 30

^t*f>Hrf^^ UfUf^WciWO, t'-< 7s* l^>TDMAOli*fi

-?7, f-e#^*7s ^ga>£Ojt*0£**£*£#T,

-f ** l«5TDMA*¥#r

ftfcSU r'-r** l±^TDMA*«SJ»$ft*4-COJ!l!Htt, f 4 X* l±f*tUfTDMAta-f-f-^E^^$jfC^^v»^4o d*><M*8!|i5£g< +
fcJiftfi L <&< s Wetf, ^--y-f-^a^liiStT

^+ >• T^fe^ S ft ft ft L H# fco ^ -C <> , funi f<0 T D M A £fM9& k

[0 0 9 6] 40

t £ of, icoH 1 4 of^ 7s * K-7 -f 7%m.mMH, A V v 7sr A 1 2 0 K&tK?

/ca&oa?»^«?ftft«fjt^ 0

[0 0 9 7]

*«-Cli, ffy/^tStyfi^f^ 7s* liT^TDMASfr^tl-*, ff* ^o
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fcii, -URIC 5 -f h 7>*r -f L'Ctt, 3--*?-?-?\tT < *>7ftmmi>-h%Z
tt>xtmi.x^ < fc*?>, si i-c •/> i ? ziiatftiu^, kz.*ifi*to9>r<
in, a^- ^ e y ^ ? ^ y i t- 7 >

^

a 7 ^ -t ^tl'ix. « J: •) u <o io

[0 0 9 8]
191 5^*yyo±«RO!jfii*<o«««>W*8iiW'f*« HI 5 (a) - (el ft £ftWin z?±<r)3L-*f:-r~ *«j*4>EfltffcR!OjSS*7js L"C^4o
015 (a) It a - f- f- ^ !0

!f ffii J ii Tv> * y? > ? f^ ^ L

[0 0 9 9]

01 5 fb) (i> 0 15 (a) Ot < ^^ft*^.i-ff-^*l£IL/;tt|f*4 ao

o £«0E»l.fcfHHfc*E»S*®i* (Recorded) #1 tlfXitUfio

«U*# 1 J: *WJ8fl|o*SB»SU*j&Mf ? 19 ;> r^H^T^o
£J3ffi«8S*fflJ«# 1 Jt tyftjg|fflo*£a££i* (Un-recorded) fi** v/T-

[0 10 0]
Si 5 fc) it Hi 5 (b) fiOtRlfcHsfra^ ? 7

,

^^*t»m--4f-r'- ^fciESSLfc

7>t4 3 ft * C t £& £ „ i ft. 4, ? 7#|g£ L fc Z t fc & a o

Eft^{iw# 1 x nnmmK.^-*-7-?mm$iirz<>v-?',i%^£iv>, l 30

R AfigMSftfr^o
[0 10 1]

01 5 (d) a, mi 5 (c) (oimt-b. *-*f- r- ?mi&^ftm^-v-r-

?

3K^-*1

-7~t'UmZfi-?fci<r.)'e&t), £«J: ?*J§-&lt ftfc**>

iwHl 5 (d) ooSS-frfc, IE»»*fB«# 1 «t«jnja«UA—v-f-^^ESR
? ft-fc OT? it tz <,» fc *>, L R A ttK£ S ft & v>o

[0102]
015 (ej ft 015 <dj «>#S*fc, LRAJ:«}ns«*E*TH« (f+^yta
fcv>) ^)«:+fcJ---«I7'-^*ESLfctt»fJb*o c:^aB»LfcS**EfMif*«*#

fcsi>> L R A (i|B^8r^^lgt# 5 * * r H u * fc^ft S ft So
[0103] 50
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r-li^^J: ^ 7 7«>8&*flS«#*ofcl&lc, v >i>- * U 6 0a Kjeia? ft

T^*tfaitw, *> t dm a (o* t9TDFL/x^-^tr
? h <n\mz. t

[0 10 4]

6. TDMAMH
6-1 7 -fn^JSL CWttUtf: tell

- * w£c <t <?> o <i T D F L <7>fl£#56 Hr ? ft *

«

4fc, A^-7t'-n?7^TDFLf:«, *tf>*#-t* ?CTDD S^SE&Sft* T
DDSKfiLR Ad<£* ft&o
1 0 1 0 5

1

^^.(&C-T£«f ftftl"* a t*7 v -f ( LR A T D D S

^-*lB»K*^TX<WWlj&f&CfcJ*&fc L'C, TDFL«>5lft«0&g;&«&ajg

[0 10 6]

, ,jv>f4 ^ y -> A > ^ 6 o a UJEtt? itT'/>«7.^-7> tr 7 Y -v y y<Drt§*M»+*
o a0$fBta#fTfcftfc*7*?£ riJ .ti-*se**fr^o S?fcLRAri«SMfcL*:S£-tt

t£of\ + 7->j.><*'J 6 0 aUl£ffit?iiT^*x^-^kfy FV7 yort^fi,

[0 10 7]

[0 10 8]

[0 10 9]

v^fA2>^"7 6 0 C**LT\ AVvXrA 1 2 0#<O*X hRg#6#*7 K V

o i -cmu *x i-^h^m^cfcr- tmtmmvibti&o

[0 110]
7/F 1 0 l»f-^Sa»»aoffLv^jKU^^TIi*LT^ifl:v>*«, -> x so
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fA3>l'D-760 ii&coi: n MSI'at -y ~fY 10 1 tfKO&ilt LT^fr-f -So
4f hri^r'-^g&fcJt^Sfr/cT KUJX (.777?) Kot»T, *i?Va.*t

EP*, S-fiSAx OSA«rttfflLr35*fta*nirffi'C***-S*«l8fU» ^j||?#HMr
. I SAXliO SAU^HOjl—T-f-^ESS-ff i, BJJ^T Kk^NU-f^T I S A
XttOSAFto??x*fc!e»*$tTU »'^7 KkxN**I S AXttO S A ton? v 7s 10

[0 111]
7.T-y7? 1 0 ItT KW^N^f-^^&frfrofc^, 77 J fY 1 0 2 VMU * +

*»-fc^^OTDDSl*3^>LRA4>5e>r$H%o
[0 112]

7.7 y ~7F 1 0 3?ll Jt|2^T s> 7*F 1 0 1 T-^W&felK J: ot, 01 5 Vj& 20

<07s -r -:t /F 1 0 3 <0%3£(iia 1 7 KW L < * 3 ft *«
if^f ?/F20 1 -C\ 4+r> a ^») 6 0 aft^-xt? o| h jj

* 7" •;' 7*F 10 2 T'Kftr S ft 7 ^ - * t: v I- -v ? 7"£ fci^X „ K ft
tS-T-S tf y 1 iftgti, ^"LtAf 7/F 2 0 2 1\ <£c0 7 K V 7 M - 1 Uftcfc-f £ t:

* os fltr <r> 7 ? 7s *mm hs 7 ? 7 ? & * fy ntt * <>

*fid»«l*#& UT^4i t 4 J)
s 77 -9 '/F 2 0 4 fc.£ A,T v <T>7~ yW^-X

¥

*•? y**S4l*:i*yirj-4 Q
~ "

30

[0 113]
-£> ^•.7

,F2 0 2-CTKpxN-l»?f£#^T"^o^i:t^^, *UXfyyp2
f LTXf^F 2 0 ^<OTKl'7sN+ 1 t3tts5-r« Yt% \ 1 J Tf4>4^ TO

r K i'aM+i **KisiR*-cA & ^g? , 4-0ie.it L. it v ? ^ ^ <?)fr&co v x

^

-C7 r y *7*F 2 0 6 T*x ^@<DK^K: <fco"C ? ^ffiftt L i *UBfi-«, 0 «
[0114]
fciJ*r ?yP 2 0 5f7KUaN + l^*E»T*ntf, 7r;'7'F 2 0 7 T\ 4@<7)

[0 115]
C<7)Eli 7 V* ? 7?>%±Xftm&&<>£i!>-m>&®MLtzk.
UJ&UTB 1 6 0Xf? 7*F 1 0 4 "C«ia*8'tt"J-*o

^'i ^ ^ 7. y ^t^m^ ^nx>,^ ^ii^^^^^mi. *iiur, tkpxn
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I X 7s ¥ v ~f F 1 0 1I:r-pT7KI'a n^nco ttmZft n <>

[0 116]
-sj, /F 1 0 4 y 7</>%&Xmmi&-?tzt Z litems li, 7t-? 7F 1

0 5 £51* v -e <7)e$ 6c * t:r>iU'J60a ft* * * - * "tf v !• v ? -*/ L R A

[0 117]
C <7) 7s -f y /F 10 5 OfcJUiE 1 8 Hff L < * 3 *t &<>

if7r v -?Y 3 0 1 T\ 4* 7 va^') 6 0 artfcfi9$lTfr»*H 1 2(OTDDSO
ttft !LR AfrStr 1 -t7 *9-*>flUR) m£<**v v^s*') 6 0 al*W7^- x »
e v f -7 ^ft^-b 7 * LT *DA*o
LTXf y 7*F 3 0 2T\ TDDS^CM-At-y^-;/^ -P*77 1<7>T

dma (09 fcso ft£>imzmi-2>o
[0 118]
W±^>»a*, y 7*F 1 0 6 TS2»*&;cTv»£n-f- 'iofci *«Br3tt*

X 7 ^.i-**- t - 7 E*oi»t:, 4> ? 7V>8&Xffl«:d** H if* ¥ < x 7 i <r)T d

*&B*0«*ATx r-f 77 lOTDMA^HftSHv 3l*8*275**iJA

[0 119]
6-2 fU^-f 7 f- e#<7>Mffr

f * 7. 7 1 TDMACSff (7^- 7 f-; h7 ? reDiajqK*) f*> f -f 7 7 <f v *
7 h©RK<>?ffcft4o
01 9H, f-f*7 lif-fX^ K?-f r*tj^6»dJt4»fr«!>5/^^A3> KD-9 30

6 0 4>fta*^* o

[0120]

6 Oli. Af;/F4 0 IT", ^f/^a^^'J 6 0 a KfcuT*^-

*

U^^-^fvhv? 74>H*r*** St ft <*\ 7% t •;' 7*F 4 0 3 C itA/Tt -f 7 7 1 ££

—^> * * 7 "> a 7 * »/' 6 0 a tXA- 7 f 7 h -7 7 7e>££ft<$ -p ttm&U s Af//
F 4 0 2T\ A^-At'v I- •777' ( L R A 4-&tr) £t^*7 1 OTDMA K$iflE« «
T*c_ ift«±|£BI 1 84>&a>Wr*>*l« £ tK44, * ITT DMAf)I$f

[0 12 1]
6-3 *7 M><5<7>jg7jU-<£6MIfr

T^^lWTDMA^fiff (7^-7fc*v fV7 7-<7)ltfllEg^) (t, *7 h
^£ s& L*T <> It fc> it& 0

[0 12 2]

ho-<5^TDMAialfrm^^o^:li^, -/atAay ho-f g 0 it* 7.tv7? 50
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5 0 1 T\ v y ~> * * 6 0 a K fc'^T x*- a tf 7 h •? v 7<7>gf?r2>
?& o tzfr^fr

F 5 0 2 T\ 7s^- a fc:" :/ ( L R A £r%' 7 7 1 OTDMA Cjljqie^
f&o Z ntt±S2B 1 8 <t>&&fi*frhft.& Z k KKt&o
[0123]

[0124]

C fc T» Wtimm* >«vl±f^ **Ji«£*3 4lfcft$r tt, ¥v v /"StfL R A«0g
^tt*«6ft-Mltf» 1 fci5^TTDMAW§iA-^-^-*E«#ai4>ft

? & k tf-e n jand 7 >-x > f- t% t ax » & v»#ai -c 20

& £ t $(Jig? ? *l , 7s^ - a if w } V •;/ 7/ L R A £ IE L
'16 0a -cMSrtao*^ IE* fc#3tefc«T**o
[0125]

[0 12 6]

f-VT.7 l*«Sa$itT^«&^>, @2 l«>*Wg#fr IS^vBlUf^? 1» 5 so

[0 12 7]
* t' 7s -f -v '/F 6 0 1 T'fi, r-i 77 10TDMAKE»SilTi»»4 +TO«ffO^^-
Atf»h7?^, T D F L £*!f<kti} L r/^t'j 6 0 aUW«J&tr 0 S»«0LR

•eUTX-f-y 7F 6 0 fV77 1 o-^lx^iil AT v *s a. ^ ') 6 0 a?.H&
A-i<f L R ki}\ 4 X7 l^a-f-f-?f^LRAt LTg^LT^* «

[0 12 8]
C (?) L R A g^ftfigMS itm 2 2 tcP L < gt ? 0

ifAt^/FTOlftt, l±TOLRA + 1 cot KPa (oiHRA^

C^c£IVC7^-a1£*v Kj^LRAm^^ lT5e«r?n*ii(iJtii«. C
v>7^7"j 7*F 7 0 l'URA+ 1(07 Kl'X4<*£|*-?*«&6, -trcor'-f a^ 1jJ>^^
«^Jti 3 ftjt L R A<±iE Lv» V$ Z>o

Mx. Hm~ M 1 5 ( e ) OfE&ft*jRi*# 5 <7>§Kw<oI£^*tr^vf/F TMISCK^ 50
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feZotzln* <i> , ie^Sr*^i«# 5 0>:gl5<9 * 7 X ? Officii ftU B 1 6 © X r
?/FlO 5^>isa'CTDMAH«r#ff*>H4.t»-C**o
i© «K i K L R A O&ffrtttfOKtifttf, * «0 4 i L R A jgfea £ -6 0

[0 12 9]
iCotf>\ Xf-y/FJOl^ LR A+ 107 h'Uxtfr- Z>kn%* *

u x «^ # l r ao ftu -*- r- *mm * nt v * * -© 0

C4>4H\ Xf v/F 7 0 2~F 7 0 4 7'/a^*'J 6 0 a L RA«>

i^r? /F 7 0 2 Ttt L R A + 1 K*fcnT*Ufc, LRA+2, L R A + 3 • • -if *>

IM!*^* o ^OfifluT Kl- X L R A + (n-1) WI^LRAfiS, fit
Xr v/F 7 0 37, 4r-r '/vaM'J 6 0 a fcft &&A//iTDD S fcfctf * L R A<O0
t\ *-0#£ooLRAOte''C&&LR A + (n-1) l-Hifrf&o
££> tii, ±12 L RA+1-LRAt (n-1) t ?ittmmv$>2>K 4 -f

CO£*t>Xr 7 ~?F 7 0 4 t\ x-f 1 j5»^H*ft LT*-r sr->j.^*y 6 0 atRD
X* - x M ? h "7 v T'K 43i/>T, ch^TKW £ && Jt k %>

[0130] 20

JM-hTL R A4>ltt4H&|S&9*ttit*, Xr y /F 7 0 3 . F 7 0 4 <G£3fr«kS

4TDMA * IfrT £ 4 eo-Cii "5: ',><,

^f?7'P7 0 2> F7 0 3tli> ±ELRA+1 t-*^^TH^ > LRA + 2. L
RA + 3 • • • tr * x?±tl«t«7 Kl'^S'H4LT*BliW*4'lSL» *-«o*fe
^TR^<7>itBn$-iEl.'/>LR Ait**1

, f-f- ^fa^B?K±faH 1 6«oftkS
jMf*>*t*J»£, T DM A £43 (tJLRAt, tf^LRA^f:, *S£*ilSi£ (oj i)

4> 7 -f) « Z t tt$:nfc#"C&<& 0 ffvi&tfttf, f-f x * l COT DMA ct*-
ft * L R A ii\ ¥- 7= - * limmt t LTv> (,» *££\ Hf£«o L R A ii\

41\ TDM A K* ft.£ L R A^ $ ft « T K I' X & L 8$m<7>i^ jfi t * 30

[0131]
02 1 cox T v 7"F 6 0 2 fc L~C\ tt±OB2 2>>Jt * fcLRAOg&tt«&«®#fr*>
ftfcfc* *K^f?/F6 0 3?\ ^tr>a^')60 aKW^itfx/c-^lf? h

EP*>LRA J: l)Mfi|©7 KkACiiiAT, ^leU^iiJfeoT'/^^^X^^fi^ 7
* *«w 1 x »*astflff^t% * x * - x tr ? h v v 7±.vma+Zc
[0132]
CCT, X^-Xe-.? h-7 v7±Vtt*FM ?^ffaUvt [32 10% «

—
7t\ '.v £ ft'Cv^^g-tt, Xr -9 7*F 6 0 4 X\ ? yofe-^tt

^ITOl^fT-^o dfttt„ X^i-xe v ? 7±X'*F*; v7k ?ftTv»*|pig^
U* v v ab *> ^*BIST ^>M «t * « o

[0133]
^fXr-'^FS 0 1 T\ r/i^'J 6 0 afi«DX^-xe? f- v ^ T'KfcWf^
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]

Management information and user data are recorded on a write once record section in which one
data write is possible, and. As the recording and reproducing device to a recording medium with
which write-in existence presentation information which shows whether it is finishing [ data unit /
every / in a field where the above-mentioned user data is recorded at least / data write ] as the
above-mentioned management information, and final recording position information which shows the
final position user data recorded are recorded,

A record reproduction means which performs record reproduction of data to the above-mentioned
recording medium,

A memory measure which memorizes management information read from the above-mentioned
recording medium,

While updating the contents of management information memorized by the above-mentioned
memory measure according to performing data recording by the above-mentioned record
reproduction means, A control means which makes management information memorized by the
above-mentioned memory measure according to a non-record section having occurred in a range to
a position on a recording medium shown using the above-mentioned final recording position
information on the management information concerned record on the above-mentioned recording
medium by the above-mentioned record reproduction means,
A recording and reproducing device characterized by preparation ******.
[Claim 2]

The recording and reproducing device according to claim 1 even if the above-mentioned control
means responds to disappearance of the above-mentioned sheep record section in a range to a
position shown using the above-mentioned final recording position information further, wherein it

makes management information memorized by the above-mentioned memory measure record on the
above-mentioned recording medium by the above-mentioned record reproduction means.
[Claim 3]

The above-mentioned final recording position information in management information which was
read from the above-mentioned recording medium and was further memorized by the above-
mentioned memory measure the above-mentioned control means, The recording and reproducing
device according to claim 1 updating the above-mentioned final recording position information in

management information memorized to the above-mentioned memory measure if perform processing
which checks whether it consistents with the final position it has been user data recorded on
[ whose ] the above-mentioned recording medium and it is not adjusted
[Claim 4]

The above-mentioned sheep record section distinguished by the above-mentioned write-in
existence presentation information in management information which the above-mentioned control
means was further read from the above-mentioned recording medium, and was memorized by the
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above-mentioned memory measure, The recording and reproducing device according to claim 1

updating the above-mentioned write-in existence presentation information in management
information memorized to the above-mentioned memory measure if perform processing which
checks whether the above-mentioned sheep record section on the above-mentioned recording

medium consistents and it is not adjusted.

[Claim 5]

Management information and user data are recorded on a write once record section in which one
data write is possible, and. As the recording and reproducing systems for a recording medium with

which write-in existence presentation information which shows whether it is finishing [ data unit /
every / in a field where the above-mentioned user data is recorded at least / data write ] as the

above-mentioned management information, and final recording position information which shows the
final position user data recorded are recorded,

A memory step which reads management information from the above-mentioned recording medium,
and is memorized to a memory measure,

A renewal step corresponding to record which updates the contents of management information

memorized by the above-mentioned memory measure according to performing data recording to the
above-mentioned recording medium,

A management information record step which makes management information memorized by the
above-mentioned memory measure according to a non-record section having occurred on a

recording medium in a range to a position shown using the above-mentioned final recording position

information in management information updated by a renewal step corresponding to the above-
mentioned record record on the above-mentioned recording medium,
Recording and reproducing systems characterized by preparation ******.

[Claim 6]

The recording and reproducing systems according to claim 5 even if the above-mentioned
management information record step responds to disappearance of a non-record section in a range
to a position shown using the above-mentioned final recording position information further, wherein
it is performed.

[Claim 7]

A confirmation step which checks whether the above-mentioned final recording position information
in management information which was read from the above-mentioned recording medium by the
above-mentioned memory step, and was memorized by the above-mentioned memory measure
consistents with the final position it has been user data recorded on [ whose ] the above-mentioned
recording medium,

A consistency-ized renewal step which updates the above-mentioned final recording position

information by the above-mentioned confirmation step in management information memorized to the
above-mentioned memory measure when not consistented,

The ****(ing) recording and reproducing systems according to claim 5.

[Claim 8]

A confirmation step which checks whether the above-mentioned sheep record section distinguished
by the above-mentioned write-in existence presentation information in management information
which was read from the above-mentioned recording medium by the above-mentioned memory step,

and was memorized by the above-mentioned memory measure, and the above-mentioned sheep
record section on the above-mentioned recording medium consistent,

A consistency-ized renewal step which updates the above-mentioned write-in existence
presentation information by the above-mentioned confirmation step in management information
memorized to the above-mentioned memory measure when not consistented,
The ****(ing) recording and reproducing systems according to claim 5.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original
precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]

Especially this invention relates to the recording and reproducing device and recording and
reproducing systems for recording media, such as an optical disc as write once type media
[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]

As art for recording and playing digital data, for example CD (Compact Disk), There is data recording
art which used optical discs (a magneto-optical disc is included), such as MD (Mini-Disk) and DVD
(Digital Versatile Disk), for the archive medium. An optical disc is a general term for the archive
medium which irradiates with a laser beam the disk which protected the metallic thin plate with the
plastic, and reads a signal by change of the catoptric light.

In an optical disc, as known, for example as CD, CD-ROM, a DVD-ROM, etc. The thing of the type
only for playback, There is a type which user data can record as known for MD CD-R CD-RW
DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, DVD-RAM, etc. The thing of a recordable type is that magneto optic
recording, a phase change recording method, a coloring matter film change recording method, etc.
are used, and record of data of it is enabled. A coloring matter film change recording method is also
called a write once recording method, and since rewriting is [ that data recording is possible only for
once, and ] impossible, it is made suitable for a data storage use etc. On the other hand, rewriting of
data is possible for magneto optic recording or a phase change recording method, and they are used
for various applications including record of the various contents data of music, an image, a game, an
application program, etc.

[0003]

The high density optical disk called a Blu-ray Disc (Blu-ray Disc) is developed, and remarkable large
scale-ization is attained in recent years.

For example, in this high-density disk, it is supposed that laser (what is called blue laser) with a
wavelength of 405 nm and NA perform data recording playback under the conditions of the
combination of the object lens of 0.85, In track pitch 0.32micrometer and the line density of
0.12micrometer/bit. when 64 KB (K byte) of data block is made into about 82% of format efficiency
as one record reproduction unit, the record reproduction of the capacity about 23.3 GB (G byte) can
be carried out to the disk of 1 2 cm of direct systems.
A write once type and rewritable type are developed also in such a high-density disk
[0004]

In order to record data to the recordable disk of magneto optic recording, a coloring matter film
change recording method, a phase change recording method, etc.. The guide mechanism for
performing tracking over data tracks is needed, for this reason a slot (groove) is beforehand formed
as a pregroove, and making into data tracks that groove or land (part of the shape of a section
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^
plateau inserted into a groove and a groove) is performed.

Although it is necessary to record address information as data is recordable on the position on data
tracks, this address information may be recorded by carrying out wobbling (meandering) of the
groove.

That is, although the track which records data is beforehand formed as for example, a PURIGU loop,
corresponding to address information, wobbling of the side attachment wall of this PURIGU loop is

carried out

If it does in this way, even if it does not form beforehand the pit data etc. which can read an
address in the wobbling information acquired as reflected light information at the time of record and
reproduction for example, in which an address is shown on a track, record reproduction of the data
can be carried out to a desired position.

The absolute time (address) information expressed by such groove by which wobbling was carried
out is called ATIP (Absolute Time In Pregroove) or ADIP (Adress In Pregroove)
[0005]

The art of preparing an exchange area and making data recording positions changing on a disk is

known for the archive medium in which such data recording is possible (it is not exclusively for
playback). That is, when the part unsuitable for data recording exists with defects, such as a crack
on a disk, it is the defect management technique with which proper record reproduction is made to
be performed by preparing the shift record section replaced with the defective part
[0006]

By the way, if CD-R, DVD-R, and the write once type optical recording medium in which one record
of the write once disk as a high-density disk, etc. is still more possible are observed, In the write
once type recording medium, various kinds of restrictions exist from it being impossible to record
data to a recorded field.

Especially the updating technique of the management information corresponding [ on the write once
type recording medium and ] to data recording has been one technical problem.
Namely, if it responds to record of user data, usually, Management information being updated
appropriately and managing the recording situation of user data by management information
becomes the means which improve processing speed, when writing out data to a disk or reading data
from a disk.

However, it is not appropriate for the degree of record of user data by write once media to update
management information on a disk. This is for consumption of the field which records management
information to progress remarkably.

And consideration of that the size of the record section of management information has restriction
will need to impose conditions certain about record on the disk of management information.
For example, he is trying to record on a disk the management information updated according to data
recording within the recorder on condition that the writing of user data exceeded the specified
quantity in DVD-R.
By the time the management information currently recorded on the disk is rewritten by the state
where the newest recording situation of the user data actually recorded on the disk was reflected, a
time difference will arise from such a situation. That is, the period when the management
information on a disk is not reflecting the recording situation of the user data on a disk arises
[0007]

Here according to situations, such as interruption to service, or power OFF, a write-in failure of the
device by user's operation. When management information is not able to be appropriately updated on
a disk, on a disk, management information and user data will be does not consistent with as, and the
user data (that is, playback is impossible) which is not manageable will occur.
In order to prevent such a thing, for example using nonvolatile memory power OFF also holds
management information, and enable it to perform renewal of the management information on a disk
at the next time, or. Various kinds of techniques, such as distinguishing the mismatching of the user
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data on management information and a disk, and performing recovery, are proposed. For example, it
is indicated also to the following patent documents 1.

[Patent documents 1] JP.2002-312940.A
[0008]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]

By the way, in the disk of recordable type, there are some in which the address (final recording
position information which shows the final position user data recorded) of the last of user data is
established as one of the management information. For example, it is referred to as LRA (Last
Recorded Address). That is, at present, it is an address of the last of the field whose user data has
been written in.

What is necessary is just to record from the next address (LRA+1) of LRA in the write once type
optical disc, when newly performing data recording in order to put sequentially from the head of a
user data area and to usually record user data.

On the other hand, the section to the address which carries out a recording start from LRA+1 is
written in by dummy data (zero data etc.) etc. or the technique of registering with a disk as a non-
record section is needed to perform record from a previous address further from LRA+1
In a write once type optical disc, the conventional optical recording disk putting one by one and
recording from the inner circumference side of a disk It is developed based on a ROM type and is
because playback becomes impossible when there is a non-recording part.
Such a situation has restricted the random access record in write once media.
Luuuyj

In order to raise random access nature also in a write once disk here, These people establish
previously the write-in existence presentation information (space bit map information) which shows
whether it is finishing [ data write ] about every data unit in a record section as management
information in the application for patent 2003-06661, The art which enables it to distinguish the
recorded field and the non-record section on a disk using this write-in existence presentation
information was proposed.

Thereby, in a write once disk, data recording can be performed not only to recording by putting one
by one but to an address to write. In that case, processing of record of dummy data, etc. can also
be performed as it is unnecessary, and this can realize speeding up of writing processing, mitigation
of the processing burden of a device etc
[0010]

However, also in the method using such a space bit map, It is one of the technical problems to
update management information (a space bit map and LRA) appropriately on a disk and the
management domain on a disk is not consumed recklessly, It is called for that suitable management
information writing processing which reconciles keeping the period management information andwhose user data recording situation are mismatching if possible from delaying is made to be
performed.

Enabling it to consider it as matching states easily by the power OFF of a device, etc., also when it
changes into the state where the management information and the user data recording situation on
a disk continue being mismatching is called for.

Although there is a technique holding the management information which should be written in a disk
using the conventional nonvolatile memory about this point. The actual condition and nonvolatilememory have restriction in data update frequency, and since there is a situation of being unsuitable
for recording the data updated frequently, the method which does not use nonvolatile memory is
also called for.

[001 1]

[Means for Solving the Problem]
In [in view of such a situation ] a write once type recording medium in this invention. It aims at
enabling it to correspond simply, also when management information including write-in existence
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presentation information (space bit map) and final recording position information (LRA) which shows
the final position user data recorded is appropriately updated on a disk and there are a user data
recording situation and mismatching.

[0012]

Management information and user data are recorded on a write once record section in which one
data write is possible, and a recording and reproducing device of this invention. It is a recording and
reproducing device to a recording medium with which write-in existence presentation information
which shows whether it is finishing [ data unit / every / in a field where the above-mentioned user
data is recorded at least / data write ] as the above-mentioned management information, and final

recording position information which shows the final position user data recorded are recorded. And a
record reproduction means which performs record reproduction of data to the above-mentioned
recording medium, While updating the contents of management information memorized by the
above-mentioned memory measure according to performing data recording by memory measure
which memorizes management information read from the above-mentioned recording medium, and
the above-mentioned record reproduction means, In a range to a position on a recording medium
shown using the above-mentioned final recording position information on the management
information concerned, it has a control means which makes management information memorized by
the above-mentioned memory measure record on the above-mentioned recording medium by the
above-mentioned record reproduction means according to a non-record section (gap) having
occurred.

Even if the above-mentioned control means responds to disappearance of the above-mentioned
sheep record section in a range to a position shown using the above-mentioned final recording
position information further, it makes management information memorized by the above-mentioned
memory measure record on the above-mentioned recording medium by the above-mentioned record
reproduction means.

The above-mentioned final recording position information in management information which the
above-mentioned control means was further read from the above-mentioned recording medium, and
was memorized by the above-mentioned memory measure, If perform processing which checks
whether it consistents with the final position it has been user data recorded on [ whose ] the
above-mentioned recording medium and it is not adjusted, in management information memorized to
the above-mentioned memory measure, the above-mentioned final recording position information is

updated.

The above-mentioned sheep record section distinguished by the above-mentioned write-in
existence presentation information in management information which the above-mentioned control
means was further read from the above-mentioned recording medium, and was memorized by the
above-mentioned memory measure, If perform processing which checks whether the above-
mentioned sheep record section on the above-mentioned recording medium consistents and it is not
adjusted, in management information memorized to the above-mentioned memory measure, the
above-mentioned write-in existence presentation information is updated
[0013]

Recording and reproducing systems of this invention are provided with the following.
A memory step which reads management information from the above-mentioned recording medium,
and is memorized to a memory measure as recording and reproducing systems for the above-
mentioned recording medium.
A renewal step corresponding to record which updates the contents of management information
memorized by the above-mentioned memory measure according to performing data recording to the
above-mentioned recording medium.
A management information record step which makes management information memorized by the
above-mentioned memory measure according to a non-record section having occurred on a
recording medium in a range to a position shown using the above-mentioned final recording position
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information in management information updated by a renewal step corresponding to the above-
mentioned record record on the above-mentioned recording medium.

The above-mentioned management information record step is performed even if it responds to
disappearance of a non-record section in a range to a position shown using the above-mentioned
final recording position information further.

The above-mentioned final recording position information in management information which was
read from the above-mentioned recording medium by the above-mentioned memory step, and was
memorized by the above-mentioned memory measure, It has a confirmation step which checks
whether it consistents with the final position it has been user data recorded on [ whose ] the
above-mentioned recording medium, and a consistency-ized renewal step which updates the above-
mentioned final recording position information by the above-mentioned confirmation step in

management information memorized to the above-mentioned memory measure when not
consistented.

The above-mentioned sheep record section distinguished by the above-mentioned write-in
existence presentation information in management information which was read from the above-
mentioned recording medium by the above-mentioned memory step, and was memorized by the
above-mentioned memory measure, It has a confirmation step which checks whether the above-
mentioned sheep record section on the above-mentioned recording medium consistents, and a
consistency-ized renewal step which updates the above-mentioned write-in existence presentation
information by the above-mentioned confirmation step in management information memorized to the
above-mentioned memory measure when not consistented
[0014]

In a system provided with random access nature in the above this invention by using write-in
existence presentation information (space bit map) in write once media, It realizes updating on a disk
management information including write-in existence presentation information (space bit map) and
final recording position information (LRA) which shows the final position user data recorded to
suitable timing. Namely, by realization of random access record, although a gap (non-record section)
may occur in a field (field of an address younger than LRA) before LRA, According to generating or
disappearance (that is, data recording to a field made into a gap) of this gap, management
information is updated on a disk.

Since management information is updated by generating or disappearance of a gap on a disk, it can
be checked by detecting whether management information on a disk and the compatibility of a user
data recording situation are in agreement with a gap on a disk with actual gap and LRA in

management information, or LRA.
And what is necessary is just to update in order to only adjust management information if

consistency cannot be taken. That is, a space bit map and LRA may only be updated.
[0015]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

Hereafter, while explaining the optical disc as an embodiment of the invention, the disk drive device
used as the recorder to the optical disc and playback equipment is explained. Explanation is given in

the following order.

1. Disk structure

2.DMA
3. TDMA system
3-1 TDMA
3-2 ISA and OSA
4. Disk drive device

5. Generating and disappearance of gap
6. Renewal of TDMA
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}

6-1 Updating according to generating and disappearance of the gap
6-2 Updating at the time of disk ejection

6-3 Updating by the directions from a host

7. Compatibility verification processing

8. Effect and modification by this embodiment
[0016]

1. Disk structure

The optical disc of an embodiment is explained first. This optical disc is feasible as a write once
type disk in the category of the high density optical disk method called what is called a Blu-ray
Disc.

[0017]

An example of the physical parameter of the high density optical disk of this embodiment is

explained.

As for 120 mm and disk thickness, as for the optical disc of this example, a diameter is set to 1.2
mm as disk size. That is, at these points, if it sees in outside, it will become being the same as that
of the disk of CD (Compact Disc) method, and the disk of a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) method.
And the thing for which what is called blue laser is used, and an optical system is set to high NA (for
example, NA=0.85) as laser for record/reproduction, In a disk 12 cm in diameter, about 23G-25 G
byte is realized as user data capacity by furthermore realizing a narrow track pitch (for example, a
track pitch = 0.32 micrometer) and high line density (for example, recording linear density of 0.12
micrometer) etc.

What is called a two-layer disk with which the recording layer was made two-layer will also be
developed, and, in the case of a two-layer disk, user data capacity will be about 50 G bytes
[0018]

Drawing 1 shows the layout (field composition) of an entire disk.

As a field on a disk, a lead-in groove zone, a data zone, and a lead-out zone are allotted from the
inner circumference side.

It is if it sees as field composition about record and reproduction. Prerecording dead information
area PIC by the side of the most inner circumference of the lead-in groove zones is made into
reproduction dedicated regions, and let from the management domain of a lead-in groove zone to a
lead-out zone be a recordable write once area once
[0019]

The recording track by a wobbling groove (winding slot) is formed in reproduction dedicated regions
and a write once area at spiral shape. A groove is considered as the guide of the tracking in the
case of trace by laser spot, and this groove is used as a recording track, and record reproduction of
data is performed.

Although the optical disc in which data recording is performed to a groove is assumed in this
example, May apply this invention to the optical disc of the land recording method which records
data on the land not only between the optical disc of such groove recordings but grooves, and, It is
also possible to apply also to the optical disc of the land groove-recordings method which records
data on a groove and a land.

[0020]

The groove used as a recording track serves as meandering shape according to a wobble signal.
Therefore, in the disk drive device to an optical disc. Both the edge positions of the groove are
detected from the catoptric light of the laser spot with which the groove was irradiated, By
extracting the fluctuation components to the disk radial of both the edge position at the time of
moving laser spot along a recording track, a wobble signal is renewable.
[0021]

The address information (a physical address, other additional information, etc.) of the recording
track in that recording position is modulated by this wobble signal. Therefore, in a disk drive device,
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?
record of data, address control in the case of reproduction, etc. can be performed by recovering
address information etc. from this wobble signal.

[0022]

The leadHn groove zone shown in drawing 1 serves as a field inside 24 mm in radius, for example.
And 22.2-23.1 mm in radius in a lead-in groove zone is set to prerecording dead information area
PIC.

Disk information, such as record reproduction power conditions, the area information on a disk, the
information used for copy protection, etc. are beforehand recorded on prerecording dead information
area PIC as information only for playback by wobbling of the groove. These information may be
recorded by an embossed pit etc.

[0023]

Although it is not illustrating, BCA (Burst Cutting Area) may be further provided in the inner
circumference side from prerecording dead information area PIC. BCA records unique ID peculiar to
a disk recording medium by the recording method which burns off a recording layer. That is, the
record data of barcode form is formed by forming so that a recording mark may be arranged in

concentric circle shape.

[0024]

Let ranges 23.1-24 mm in radius be management/control information region in a lead-in groove
zone.

In management/control information region, a control data area, DMA (Defect Management Area),
The predetermined field format which has TDMA (Temporary Defect Management Area), test write
area (OPC), a buffer area, etc. is set up.

[0025]

The following management/control information are recorded on the control data area in

management/control information region.

That is, a disk type, disk size, a disk version, a layer system, channel bit length, BCA information, a
transfer rate, data zone position information, recording linear velocity, record / reproducing-laser-
power information, etc. are recorded
[0026]

Similarly the test write area (OPC) provided in management/control information region is used for
the trial writing at the time of setting up data recording reproduction conditions, such as laser power
at the time of record/reproduction, etc. That is, it is a field for record reproduction condition
adjustment.

[0027]

Although DMA is provided in management/control information region, as for DMA, in the field of an
optical disc, the shift management information for defect management is usually recorded. However,
in the disk of this example, management/control information for DMA to realize data rewriting not
only in shift management of a rejected region but in this write once type disk are recorded. By DMA,
the management information of ISA and OSA which are mentioned later is recorded especially in

this case.

In order to enable data rewriting using alternating processing, the contents of DMA must also be
updated according to data rewriting. For this reason, TDMA is provided.
Additional recording of the shift management information is carried out to TDMA, and it is updated.
The shift management information of the last (newest) eventually recorded on TDMA is recorded on
DMA.
Furthermore, the information called a space bit map and LRA is recorded on TDMA. These serve as
information for realizing suitable random access nature, though it is write once media.
DMA and TDMA are explained in full detail behind.

[0028]

Let 24.0-58.0 mm in radius by the side of a periphery be a data zone from a lead-in groove zone. A
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data zone is a field where record reproduction of the user data is actually carried out. In the data
zone position information on the control data area mentioned above, start address ADdts of a data
zone and ending-address ADdte are shown.

[0029]

in a data zone — the most-inner-circumference side — ISA (Inner Spare Area) — OSA (Outer
Spare Area) is provided in the outermost periphery side. It is considered as a defect or the
exchange area for data rewriting (address) so that ISA and OSA may be described later.

ISA is formed with the cluster size (one cluster = 65536 bytes) of a predetermined number from the
starting position of a data zone.

OSA is formed in the inner circumference side with the cluster size of a predetermined number from
the end position of a data zone. The size of ISA and OSA is described by the above-mentioned
DMA.
[0030]

Let the section inserted into ISA and OSA in the data zone be a user data area. This user data area
is a usual record reproduction field used for the record reproduction of user data usual.
The position of a user data area, i.e., start address ADus, and ending-address ADue are described
by the above-mentioned DMA.
[0031]

A periphery side lets 58.0-58.5 mm in radius be a lead-out zone from a data zone. A lead-out zone
is made into management/control information region, and a control data area, DMA, a buffer area,
etc. are formed in a predetermined format. Various kinds of management/control information are
recorded on a control data area, for example like the control data area in a lead-in groove zone.
DMA is prepared as a field where the management information of ISA and OSA is recorded like DMA
in a lead-in groove zone.

[0032]

The recording layer shows drawing 2 the constructional example of the management/control
information region in the one-layer disk of one layer.

Except for the undefined section (reserve), each area of DMA2, OPC (test write area), TDMA, and
DMA1 is formed in a lead-in groove zone so that it may illustrate. Each area of DMA3 and DMA4 is

formed in a lead-out zone except for the undefined section (reserve).
Although the control data area mentioned above was not shown, the graphic display relevant to this
invention in the structure about that a part of control data area serves as DMA actually, for
example and DMA/TDMA since was omitted.

[0033]

Thus, four DMA is provided in a lead-in groove zone and a lead-out zone. Shift management
information with each DMA1-DMA4 [ same ] is recorded.
However, according to TDMA being provided, and shift management information being recorded at
the beginning using TDMA, and the alternating processing by data rewriting or a defect occurring, it

is updated in the form where additional recording of the shift management information is carried out
to TDMA.
Therefore, DMA is not used but shift management is performed in TDMA until it carries out the
FAINA rise of the disk, for example. If the FAINA rise of the disk is carried out, the newest shift
management information currently recorded on TDMA at the time will be recorded on DMA, and the
shift management of it by DMA will be attained

[0034]

Drawing 3 shows the case where it is the two-layer disk with which two recording layers were
formed. The layer 0 and the 2nd recording layer are also called layer 1 for the 1st recording layer.
In the layer 0, record reproduction is performed toward the periphery side from the disk inner
circumference side. That is, it is the same as that of an one-layer disk.

In the layer 1, record reproduction is performed toward the inner circumference side from the disk
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periphery side.

Advance of the value of a physical address also becomes as this direction. That is, in the layer 0. an
address value increases to an inner circumference -> periphery, and an address value increases to
periphery -> inner circumference in the layer 1

.

[0035]

Each area of DMA2, OPC (test write area), TDMA, and DMA1 is formed in the lead-in groove zone
of the layer 0 like an one-layer disk. Since the outermost periphery side of the layer 0 does not
serve as lead-out, it is only called the outer zone 0. And DMA3 and DMA4 are formed in the outer
zone 0.

The outermost periphery of the layer 1 serves as the outer zone 1. DMA3 and DMA4 are formed
also in this outer zone 1. Let the most inner circumference of the layer 1 be a lead-out zone Each
area of DMA2, OPC (test write area), TDMA, and DMA1 is formed in this lead-out zone.
Thus, eight DMA is provided in a lead-in groove zone, the outer zones 0 and 1 , and a lead-out zone.
TDMA is provided in each recording layer, respectively.

Size of the lead-in groove zone of the layer 0 and the lead-out zone of the layer 1 is made the
same as the lead-in groove zone of an one-layer disk.

Size of the outer zone 0 and the outer zone 1 is made the same as the lead-out zone of an one-
layer disk.

[0036]

2.DMA
The structure of DMA recorded on a lead-in groove zone and a lead-out zone (in and the case of a
two-layer disk outer zones 0 and 1) is explained.
The structure of DMA is shown in drawing 4 .

Here, the size of DMA shows the example made into 32 clusters (32x65536 bytes). A cluster is the
minimum unit of data recording.

Of course, DMA size is not limited to 32 clusters. Drawing 4 shows the data position of each
contents [ in / considering each cluster of 32 clusters as the cluster numbers 1-32 / DMA ]. The
size of each contents is shown as a cluster number.
[0037]

In DMA, the detailed information of a disk is recorded on the section of four clusters of the cluster
numbers 1-4 as DDS (disc definition structure). Although drawing 5 describes the contents of this
DDS, DDS is made into the size of one cluster and repetition record is carried out 4 times in the
section of the four clusters concerned.
[0038]

The section of four clusters of the cluster numbers 5-8 serves as the 1st record section (DFL#1) of
the defect list DFL Although drawing 6 describes the structure of the defect list DFL, the defect
list DFL serves as data of four cluster sizes, and serves as composition which listed each shift
address information in it.

The section of four clusters of the cluster numbers 9-12 serves as the 2nd record section (DFL#2)
of the defect list DFL
The record section of defect list DFL#3 of the 3rd four clusters [ every ] henceforth - DFL#6 is
prepared, and the section of four clusters of the cluster numbers 29-32 serves as the 7th record
section (DFL#7) of the defect list DFL
That is, seven record sections of defect list DFL#1 - DFL#7 are prepared for DMA of 32 clusters
In order to record the contents of this DMA like this example in the case of the write once type
optical disc in which 1-time writing is possible, it is necessary to perform processing called a FAINA
rise. In that case, all of seven defect list DFL#1 written in DMA - DFL#7 are made into the same
contents.

[0039]

The contents of DDS recorded on the head of DMA of above-mentioned drawing 4 are shown in
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drawing 5 .

Let DDS be the size of one cluster (= 65536 bytes) as mentioned above.
In drawing 5, the byte position shows the head byte of DDS which is 65536 bytes as the byte 0. A
number of bytes shows the number of bytes of each data content
[0040]

DDS identifier [ for recognizing that it is a cluster of DDS ] (DDS Identifier) = "DS" is recorded on 2
bytes of the byte positions 0-1.

DDS model designation (version of a format) is shown in 1 byte of the byte position 2

[0041]

The update frequency of DDS is recorded on 4 bytes of the byte positions 4-7. In this example, it is

not updated and shift management information is performed [ in / whose DMA itself was that in

which shift management information is written at the time of a FAINA rise / TDMA ]. Therefore,
when a FAINA rise is carried out eventually, the update frequency of DDS (TDDS: temporary DDS)
performed in TDMA is recorded on the byte position concerned
[0042]

The head physical sector address (AD DFL) of the defect list DFL of [ in DMA ] is recorded on 4
bytes of the byte positions 24-27.

The head position of a user data area [ in / in 4 bytes of the byte positions 32-35 / a data zone ],

That is, PSN (phisical sector number: physical sector address) shows the position of LSNOogical
sector number: logical sector address)"0."

4 bytes of the byte positions 36-39 show the end position of the user data area in a data zone by
LSN (logic sector address).

The size of ISA in a data zone is shown in 4 bytes of the byte positions 40-43.
The size of OSA in a data zone is shown in 4 bytes of the byte positions 44-47.
The exchange area enabled flag which shows whether data rewriting is possible using ISA and OSA
is shown in 1 byte of the byte position 52. An exchange area enabled flag has it shown, when ISA or
all OSA(s) are used.

The byte positions other than these shall be considered as reserve (undefined), and shall be 00 h
altogether.

[0043]

Thus, DDS contains the address of a user data area, the size of ISA and OSA, and an exchange area
enabled flag. That is, it is considered as the management/control information which performs field

management of ISA in a data zone, and OSA.
[0044]

Next, the structure of the defect list DFL is shown in drawing 6 .

As drawing 4 explained, the defect list DFL is recorded on the record section of four clusters.
In drawing 6, the data position of each data content in the defect list DFL of four clusters is shown
as the byte position. 1 cluster =32 sector = it is 65536 bytes and is 1 sector =2048 byte.
A number of bytes shows the number of bytes as size of each data content
[0045]

Let 64 bytes of the head of the defect list DFL be defect list maintenance information.
The information, including information, a version, defect list update frequency, the number of entries
of a defect list, etc., that it recognizes that it is a cluster of a defect list is recorded on this defect
list maintenance information.

After the byte position 64, 8 bytes each of shift address information ati are recorded as contents of
an entry of a defect list.

And immediately after shift address information ati#N of the effective last, 8 bytes of terminator
information as a shift address information termination are recorded.
At this DFL, even the last of that cluster is filled up with 00 h after a shift address information
termination.
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,[0046]

64 bytes of defect list maintenance information become like drawing 7 .

The character string "DF" is recorded on 2 bytes as an identifier of the defect list DFL from the
byte position 0.

1 byte of the byte position 2 shows the formal number of the defect list DFL
4 bytes from the byte position 4 The number of times which updated the defect list DFL is shown.
Let this be the value which succeeded the update frequency of the temporary defect list TDFL
mentioned later.

It is shown, 4 bytes from the byte position 12 of the number of entries in the defect list DFL, i.e.,

number of the shift address information ati.

A cluster number shows 4 bytes from the byte position 24 of size of each free space of the
exchange areas ISA and OSA.
The byte positions other than these shall be considered as reserve, and shall be 00 h altogether
[0047]

The structure of the shift address information ati is shown in drawing 8 . That is, it is the information
which shows each contents of an entry by which alternating processing was carried out.

In the case of an one-layer disk, the total of the shift address information ati is a maximum of 32759
pieces.

The one shift address information ati comprises 8 bytes (64 bits). Each bit is shown as the bits b63-
bO.

The status information (status 1) of an entry is recorded on the bits b63-b60.
In DFL, status information is set to "0000" and shows the usual alternating processing entry.
Other status information values are later described in the case of explanation of the shift address
information ati of TDFL in TDMA.
[0048]

Physical sector address PSN of the beginning of a taking the place agency cluster is shown in the
bits b59-b32. That is, physical sector address PSN of the heading sector shows the cluster changed
by a defect or rewriting.

The bits b31-b28 are considered as reserve. Another status information (status 2) in an entry may
be made to be recorded.

[0049]

Physical sector address PSN of the head of a shift place cluster is shown in the bits b27~b0.
That is, when a cluster takes the place by a defect or rewriting, physical sector address PSN of the
heading sector shows the cluster of the shift place.

[0050]

The taking the place agency cluster where the above shift address information ati is considered as
one entry and which requires it for one alternating processing, and a shift place cluster are shown.
And such an entry is registered into the defect list DFL of the structure of drawing 6
[0051]

In DMA, it is the above data structures and shift management information is recorded. However, as
mentioned above, it is the time of carrying out the FAINA rise of the disk that these information is

recorded on DMA, and the newest shift management information in TDMA is then reflected.
In TDMA explained below, defect management, alternating processing for data rewriting, and renewal
of the shift management information according to it will be performed.
[0052]

3. TDMA system
3-1 TDMA
Then, TDMA provided in management/control information region as shown in drawing 2 and drawing
3_is explained Although TDMA (temporary DMA) is made into the field which records shift
management information as well as DMA, it is updated by additional recording of the shift
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management information being carried out according to the alternating processing according to data
rewriting or detection of the defect occurring.

[0053]

The structure of TDMA is shown in drawing 9 ,

Let sizes of TDMA be 2048 clusters, for example.

A space bit map is recorded on the cluster of the beginning of the cluster number 1 as illustrating,

the data zone (and the lead-in groove zone which are management/regulatory region.) whose space
bit map is a main data field, for example It is the write-in existence presentation information that 1

bit is assigned, respectively and it is made for each cluster to have it shown about each cluster
which may include a lead-out zone (outer zone) by the value which is 1 bit whether it is finishing
[writing].

Although all the clusters which constitute a data zone (or further a lead-in groove zone and a lead-
out zone (outer zone)) at least are assigned to 1 bit in a space bit map, this space bit map can
consist of sizes of one cluster.

In the case of disks of two or more recording layers, such as a two-layer disk, it is recorded by one
cluster which a space bit map corresponding for each class writes, or the space bit map of the
recording layer should just be recorded in TDMA in each class.

[0054]

In TDMA, when alternating processing occurs by change of a data content etc., additional recording
of the TDFL (temporary defect list) is carried out to the cluster of the head of the non-recording
area in TDMA. Therefore, the first TDFL will be recorded, for example from the position of the
cluster number 2. And according to generating of alternating processing, additional recording of the
TDFL is henceforth carried out to the cluster position which does not vacate between.
Let sizes of TDFL be a maximum of 4 clusters from one cluster.

[0055]

Since a space bit map is what shows the write-in situation of each cluster, it is updated according
to data write occurring. In this case, a new space bit map is performed from the head of the free
space in TDMA like TDFL.
That is, within TDMA, a space bit map or TDFL will be added at any time
[0056]

Although the composition of a space bit map and TDFL is described below, Into the sector (2048
bytes) at the tail end of one to 4 cluster set to the sector at the tail end of one cluster (2048 bytes)
and TDFL which are made into a space bit map. TDDS which is the detailed information of an optical
disc (temporary DDS (temporary disc definition structure) is recorded.)
[0057]

The composition of a space bit map is shown in drawing 10 .

The bit corresponding to the cluster to which the space bit map expressed record / non-recorded
state of one cluster on a disk with 1 bit, for example, the bit corresponding to the cluster of the
non-recorded state was set to "0", and data recording was performed is a bit map set to "1" as
mentioned above.

One sector = in the case of 2048 bytes, the capacity of 25 GB of one recording layer can consist of
bit maps of the size of 25 sectors. That is, a space bit map can consist of sizes of one cluster (=32
sector).

[0058]

Drawing 10 shows 32 sectors in 1 cluster as the sectors 0-31. The byte position is shown as the
byte position in a sector.

The variety of information for management of a space bit map is recorded on the top sector 0.

"UB" is first recorded on 2 bytes from the byte position 0 of the sector 0 as space bit map ID (Un-
allocated Space Bitmap Identifier).

A format version (formal number) is recorded on 1 byte of the byte position 2 t for example, it may
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.be "00h."

A layer number is recorded on 4 bytes from the byte position 4. That is, it is shown whether it

corresponds to the layer 1 corresponding to the layer 0 in this space bit map.

[0059]

The bit map information (Bitmaplnformation) is recorded on 48 bytes from the byte position 16.

A bit map information A start cluster position (Start ClusterFirst PSN), The starting position of bit

map data (Start Byte Position of Bitmap data), The size (Validate Bit Length in Bitmap data) of bit

map data shall be 4 bytes, respectively, and the remainder is considered as reserve.

In a start cluster position (Start Cluster First PSN), the position of the first cluster managed by a

space bit map on a disk is shown by PSN (physical sector address).

The starting position (Start Byte Position of Bitmap data) of bit map data, The number of bytes as a

relative position from Un-allocated Space Bitmap Identifier of the head of a space bit map shows
the starting position of the bit map data itself. That position is shown although it becomes bit map
data from the head byte position of the sector 1 in the example of this drawing 10 .

The size (Validate Bit Length in Bitmap data) of bit map data expresses the size of bit map data

with the number of bits.

[0060]

The actual bit map data (Bitmap data) is recorded from the byte position 0 of the 2nd sector (=

sector 1) of the space bit map of this drawing 10. The size of bit map data is one sector per GB.
Even this side of a final sector (sector 31) shall be considered as reserve, and the field after the last

bit map data shall be "OOh."

And TDDS is recorded on the final sector (sector 31) of a space bit map.

[0061]

Next, the composition of TDFL (temporary DFL) is described. Like above-mentioned drawing 9 ,

whenever TDFL is recorded on the empty area which follows a space bit map in TDMA and is

updated, it is added to the head of empty area.

The composition of TDFL is shown in drawing 1

1

.

TDFL comprises one to 4 cluster. 64 bytes of a head are made into defect list maintenance
information so that the contents may be understood compared with DFL of drawing 6 , It is same
that 8 bytes next to the point that 8 bytes each of shift address information ati are recorded after

the byte position 64, and the last shift address information ati#N are used as a shift address
information termination.

However, in TDFL of one to 4 cluster, it differs from DFL in that temporary DDS (TDDS) is recorded
on 2048 bytes used as the sector of the last.

[0062]

In TDFL, it buries by 00 h to this side which is a final sector of the cluster to which a shift address
information termination belongs. And TDDS is recorded on a final sector. When a shift address
information termination belongs to the final sector of a cluster, it will bury by 0 to the final sector
this side of the following cluster, and TDDS will be recorded on a final sector.

[0063]

64 bytes of defect list maintenance information are the same as the defect list maintenance
information on DFL explained by drawing 7 .

However, the consecutive numbers of the defect list of ** are recorded as 4 bytes of defect list

update frequency from the byte position 4. The consecutive numbers of the defect list maintenance
information in the newest TDFL show defect list update frequency by this.

The number of entries in 4 bytes of defect list DFL from the byte position 12, That is, as for the

size (cluster number) of the number of the shift address information ati, and each free space of 4
bytes of exchange areas ISA and OSA from the byte position 24, the value at the renewal time of

TDFL will be recorded.

[0064]
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.The structure of the shift address information ati in TDFL is the same as the structure of the shift

address information ati in DFL shown by drawing 8, and the taking the place agency cluster where
shift address information ati is considered as one entry and which requires it for one alternating
processing, and a shift place cluster are shown. And such an entry is registered into the temporary
defect list TDFL of the structure of drawing 11 ,

[0065]

However, as the status 1 of the shift address information ati of TDFL it may be set to "0101" and
"1010" in addition to "0000."

That the status 1 is set to "0101" and "1010" is a case where shift management (burst
transmission management) of the two or more clusters is carried out collectively, when alternating
processing of two or more clusters which continue physically is carried out collectively.

That is, when the status 1 is "0101"
f
as for the head physical sector address of the taking the place

agency cluster of the shift address information ati, and the head physical sector address of a shift

place cluster, the shift origin about the cluster of the head of two or more clusters which continue
physically shows a shift place.

When the status 1 is "1010", as for the head physical sector address of the taking the place agency
cluster of the shift address information ati, and the head physical sector address of a shift place
cluster, the shift origin about the cluster of the last of two or more clusters which continue
physically shows a shift place.

Therefore, none of two or more of those one clusters of every needs to enter the shift address
information ati, and what is necessary is just to enter the two shift address information ati about a
leading cluster and a termination cluster, when carrying out shift management of two or more
clusters which continue physically collectively

[0066]

In TDFL, although fundamentally considered as the same structure as DFL as mentioned above, it

has the features, like that size is extensible up to four clusters, that TDDS is recorded on the last
sector, and burst transmission management is. enabled as the shift address information ati

[0067]

In TDMA, as shown in drawing 9 . a space bit map and TDFL are recorded, but. TDDS (temporary
disc definition structure) is recorded on 2048 bytes as a sector of a space bit map and the last of
TDFL as mentioned above.

The structure of this TDDS is shown in drawing 12 .

TDDS comprises one sector (2048 bytes). And the same contents as DDS in DMA mentioned above
are included. Although DDS is one cluster (65536 bytes), it is to the byte position 52 that the
substantial contents definition in DDS is performed as drawing 5 explained. That is, substantial
contents are recorded in the heading sector of one cluster. For this reason, even if TDDS is one
sector, the contents of DDS can be included.

TDDS serves as the contents as DDS with the same byte positions 0-53 so that drawing 12 and
drawing 5 may be compared and understood. However, it becomes a start physical address (AD
DFL) of TDFL in TDDS consecutive numbers and TDMA from the byte position 24 from the byte
position 4.

[0068]

The information which is not in DDS is recorded after the byte position 1024 of TDDS.
LRA (Last Recorded Address) is recorded on 4 bytes from the byte position 1024 as final recording
position information which shows the final position user data recorded. This is physical sector
address PSN of the outermost periphery by which data recording is carried out in a user data area.
The start physical sector address (AD BP0) of the newest space bit map in TDMA is recorded on 4
bytes from the byte position 1028.

Bytes other than these byte positions are considered as reserve, and all the contents are OOh
[0069]
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Thus. TDDS contains the address of a user data area, the size of ISA and OSA. and an exchange
area enabled flag. That is, it is considered as the management/control information which performs
field management of ISA in a data zone, and OSA It becomes being the same as that of DDS at this
point.

And it shall have further LRA which is the final recording position information on user data, and the
information (AD BPO) which shows the position of the newest effective space bit map.
TDDS new since this TDDS is recorded on a space bit map and the final sector of TDFL, whenever
a space bit map or TDFL is added will be recorded. Therefore, within TDMA of drawing 9 . TDDS in
the space bit map added at the end or TDFL turns into the newest TDDS, and the newest space bit
map in it will be shown.

Even if additional recording of the space bit map is carried out by this and it is updated, it enables it

to grasp the space bit map which should be referred to at present
[0070]

3-2 ISA and OSA
The position of ISA and OSA is shown in drawing 13 .

ISA (inner spare area: inner circumference side exchange area) and OSA (outer spare area:
periphery side exchange area) are fields secured in a data zone as an exchange area for the
alternating processing of a defective cluster.

ISA and OSA are used also as an exchange area for actually recording the data written in an object
address, when [ which receives a recorded address ] it writes in, that is, there is a demand of data
rewriting.

[0071]

Drawing 13 (a) is a case of an one-layer disk, ISA is provided in the most-inner-circumference side
of a data zone, and OSA is provided in the outermost periphery side of a data zone.
Drawing 13 (b) is a case of a two-layer disk, ISA0 is provided in the most-inner-circumference side
of the data zone of the layer 0, and OSA0 is provided in the outermost periphery side of the data
zone of the layer 0. ISA1 is provided in the most-inner-circumference side of the data zone of the
layer 1, and OSA1 is provided in the outermost periphery side of the data zone of the layer 1.

The sizes of ISA0 and ISA1 may differ in a two-layer disk. The size of OSA0 and OSA1 is the same.

[0072]

The size of ISA (or ISA0, ISA1) and OSA (or OSA0, OSA1) is defined within above-mentioned DDS
and TDDS.
The size (size) of ISA is determined at the time of initialization, a subsequent size is immobilization,
and also after the size of OSA records data, it can be changed. That is, it is supposed that it is

possible to expand OSA size by changing the value of the size of OSA recorded in TDDS in the
case of renewal of TDDS etc.

[0073]

Alternating processing using these ISA and OSA is performed as follows. The case of data rewriting
is mentioned as an example. For example, suppose that the demand of data write, i.e., rewriting,
occurred to the cluster in a user data area to which data recording was already performed. In this
case, since it is a write once disk and cannot write in that cluster, that rewriting data is written in a
certain cluster in ISA or OSA. This is alternating processing.
This alternating processing is managed as an entry of the above-mentioned shift address
information ati. That is, the one shift address information ati is entered to the cluster address with
which data recording was performed from the first, and the ******** cluster address wrote in
rewriting data in ISA and OSA in the taking the place agency as a shift place.
That is, it is recording rewriting data on ISA or OSA in data rewriting, and managing the shift of the
data position by the rewriting concerned by the shift address information ati in TDFL in TDMA,
Though it is a write once type disk, data rewriting is realized substantially (seeing from OS of a host
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^system, a file system, etc.).

[0074]

The same may be said of the case of defect management, and when a certain cluster is made into a

defect region, the data which should be written in there is written in a certain cluster in ISA and
OSA by alternating processing. And the one shift address information ati is entered for management
of this alternating processing.

[0075]

4. Disk drive device

Next, the disk drive device (recording and reproducing device) corresponding to the above write
once type disks is explained.

The disk drive device of this example is in the state where the write once type disk, for example,
prerecording dead information area PIC of drawing 1 , is formed, A write once area is performing
format processing to the disk in the state nothing being recorded, The disk layout in the state where
drawing 1 explained shall be formed, and record reproduction of data is performed to a user data
area to the formatted [ such ] disk. At the time of necessity, record/updating to TDMA, ISA, and
OSA are also performed.

[0076]

Drawing 14 shows the composition of a disk drive device.

The disk 1 is a write once type disk mentioned above. The disk 1 is loaded into the turntable which
is not illustrated and is rotated by a constant linear velocity (CLV) with the spindle motor 52 at the
time of record/reproduction motion.

And read-out of the management/control information as the ADIP address embedded by the optical
pickup (optical head) 51 as wobbling of the groove track on the disk 1 or prerecording dead
information is performed.

Read-out of the data which management/control information, and user data were recorded on the
track in a write once area by the optical pickup at the time of an initialization format and user data
record, and was recorded by the optical pickup at the time of reproduction is performed
[0077]

The photodetector for detecting the laser diode used as a laser light source, and catoptric light in

the pickup 51, The optical system (not shown) which irradiates a disk recording surface with the
object lens and laser beam used as the outgoing end of a laser beam via an object lens, and leads
the catoptric light to a photodetector is formed.
In the pickup 51, the object lens is held movable by 2 axis mechanisms in the tracking direction and
the focusing direction.

The pickup 51 whole is made movable to a disk radial by the thread mechanism 53.
The laser-light-emitting drive of the laser diode in the pickup 51 is carried out by the drive signal
(drive current) from the laser driver 63.

[0078]

The reflected light information from the disk 1 is detected by the photodetector in the pickup 51, is

made into the electrical signal according to light-receiving light volume, and is supplied to the matrix
circuit 54.

The matrix circuit 54 is equipped with a current voltage conversion circuit, matrix
arithmetic/amplifying circuit, etc. corresponding to the output current from two or more photo
detectors as a photodetector, and matrix arithmetic processing generates a required signal to it.

For example, the focus error signal for the high frequency signal (regenerative data signal)
equivalent to regenerative data and servo control, a tracking error signal, etc. are generated.
A push pull signal is generated as the signal concerning wobbling of a groove, i.e., a signal which
detects wobbling.

The matrix circuit 54 may be constituted in one in the pickup 51.

Supply the regenerative data signal outputted from the matrix circuit 54 to the reader/writer circuit
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, 55, a focus error signal and a tracking error signal are supplied to the servo circuit 61, and a push
pull signal is supplied to the wobble circuit 58, respectively.

[0079]

The reader/writer circuit 55 performs binarization processing, reproduction clock generation
processing by PLL, etc. to a regenerative data signal, reproduces the data read by the pickup 51,

and supplies it to the strange demodulator circuit 56.

The strange demodulator circuit 56 is provided with the function part as a decoder at the time of
reproduction, and the function part as an encoder at the time of record.

At the time of reproduction, recovery processing of a run length Limited code is performed as
decoding based on a reproduction clock.

An ECC encoder / decoder 57 performs ECC encoding processing which adds an error correction
code at the time of record, and ECC decoding which performs an error correction at the time of
reproduction.

At the time of reproduction, the data to which it restored in the strange demodulator circuit 56 is

incorporated into an internal memory, error detection / correction processing, a DEINTA reeve, etc.

are processed, and regenerative data is obtained.

Based on directions of the system controller 60, the data decoded by even regenerative data by the
ECC encoder / decoder 57 is read, and is transmitted to the connected host equipment 120, for
example, AV (Audio-Visual) system.

[0080]

The push pull signal outputted from the matrix circuit 54 as a signal concerning wobbling of a groove
is processed in the wobble circuit 58. It gets over to the data stream which constitutes an ADIP
address in the wobble circuit 58, and the push pull signal as ADIP information is supplied to the
address decoder 59.

The address decoder 59 performs decoding about the data supplied, acquires an address value, and
supplies it to the system controller 60.

The address decoder 59 generates a clock by the PLL processing using the wobble signal supplied
from the wobble circuit 58, for example, supplies it to each part as encode clocks at the time of
record.

[0081]

As a push pull signal outputted from the matrix circuit 54 as a signal concerning wobbling of a
groove, band pass filter processing is performed in the wobble circuit 58, and the push pull signal as
prerecording dead information PIC is supplied to the reader/writer circuit 55. And after being
binaryHzed and being considered as a data bit stream, by the ECC encoder / decoder 57, it ECC-
decodes, and a DEINTA reeve is carried out and the data as prerecording dead information is

extracted. The extracted prerecording dead information is supplied to the system controller 60.
The system controller 60 can perform various operation setting processings, copy protection
processing, etc. based on the read prerecording dead information.

[0082]

Although record data is transmitted from AV system 120 which is host equipment at the time of
record, the record data is sent and buffered by the memory in an ECC encoder / decoder 57.
In this case, an ECC encoder / decoder 57 adds error correction code addition, interleave, a sub-
code, etc. as encoding processing of record data by which buffering was carried out.
In the strange demodulator circuit 56, the abnormal conditions of a RLL(1-7) PP method are
performed, and the data by which ECC encoding was carried out is supplied to the reader/writer
circuit 55.

The encode clocks which turn into a reference clock for such encoding processings at the time of
record use the clock generated from the wobble signal as mentioned above.
[0083]

The record data generated by encoding processing, After fine adjustment of the optimum recording
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.power to the characteristic of a recording layer, the spot form of a laser beam, recording linear

velocity, etc., adjustment of a laser driving pulse waveform, etc. are performed as recording
compensation processing in the reader/writer circuit 55, it is sent to the laser driver 63 as a laser

driving pulse.

In the laser driver 63, the supplied laser driving pulse is given to the laser diode in the pickup 51,

and a laser-light-emitting drive is performed. The pit according to record data will be formed in the
disk 1 by this.

[0084]

The laser driver 63 is provided with what is called an APC circuit (Auto Power Control), Monitoring
laser output power with the output of the detector for a monitor of the laser power provided in the
pickup 51, it controls so that the output of laser is not based on temperature etc. but becomes
fixed. The desired value of the laser output at the time of record and reproduction is given from the
system controller 60, and a laser output level controls it to become the desired value, respectively
at the time of record and reproduction.

[0085]

From the focus error signal from the matrix circuit 54, and a tracking error signal, the servo circuit

61 generates a focus, tracking, and the various servo drive signals of a thread, and performs servo
operation.

That is, according to a focus error signal and a tracking error signal, a focus drive signal and a
tracking drive signal will be generated, and the focus coil of 2 axis mechanisms in the pickup 51 and
a tracking coil will be driven. The tracking servo loop and focus servo loop by the pickup 51, the
matrix circuit 54, the servo circuit 61, and 2 axis mechanisms are formed of this.

[0086]

According to the track jump instructions from the system controller 60, the servo circuit 61 makes
a tracking servo loop off, is outputting a jump drive signal and performs track jump operation.
[0087]

The servo circuit 61 generates a thread drive signal based on the thread error signal acquired as a
low-pass ingredient of a tracking error signal, the access execution control from the system
controller 60, etc., and drives the thread mechanism 53. Although not illustrated in the thread
mechanism 53, it has a mechanism by a main shaft, a thread motor, a transmission gear, etc. holding
the pickup 51, and necessary slide movement of the pickup 51 is performed by driving a thread
motor according to a thread drive signal.

[0088]

The spindle servo circuit 62 performs control which carries out CLV rotation of the spindle motor 2.

The spindle servo circuit 62 obtains the clock generated by the PLL processing to a wobble signal
as revolving speed information on the present spindle motor 52, is comparing this with
predetermined CLV reference speed information, and generates a spindle error signal.

Since the reproduction clock (clock used as the standard of decoding) generated by PLL in the
reader/writer circuit 55 serves as revolving speed information on the present spindle motor 52 at
the time of data reproduction, A spindle error signal is also generable by comparing this with
predetermined CLV reference speed information.

And the spindle servo circuit 62 outputs the spindle drive signal generated according to the spindle
error signal, and performs CLV rotation of the spindle motor 62.

The spindle servo circuit 62 generates a spindle drive signal according to the spindle kick / brake
control signal from the system controller 60, and also performs operation of starting of the spindle
motor 2, a stop, acceleration, a slowdown, etc.

[0089]

Various operations of the above servo systems and a record reproduction system are controlled by
the system controller 60 formed with the microcomputer.
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,The system controller 60 performs various processing according to the command from AV system
120.

[0090]

For example, if a write-in command (write command) is taken out from AV system 120, the system
controller 60 will move the pickup 51 to the address which should be written in first And encoding
processing is performed as mentioned above by the ECC encoder / decoder 57, and the strange

demodulator circuit 56 about the data (for example, the video data of various methods, such as

MPEG 2, audio information, etc.) transmitted from AV system 120. And record is performed by the
laser driving pulse from the reader/writer circuit 55 being supplied to the laser driver 63 as

mentioned above.

[0091]

For example, when the read command which asks for transmission of some data (MPEG 2 video data
etc.) currently recorded on the disk 1 from AV system 120 is supplied, seek operation control is

performed for the purpose of the address directed first. That is, instructions are taken out to the
servo circuit 61 and access operation of the pickup 51 which targets the address specified by the
seek command is performed.

Then, motion control required in order to transmit the data of the directed data section to AV
system 120 is performed. That is, data read-out from the disk 1 is performed, decoding/buffering in

the reader/writer circuit 55, the strange demodulator circuit 56, and the ECC encoder/decoder 57
are performed, and the demanded data is transmitted.

[0092]

At the time of the record reproduction of these data, the system controller 60 can perform control
of access or record reproduction operation using the ADIP address detected by the wobble circuit

58 and the address decoder 59.

[0093]

When loaded with the disk 1, at the predetermined time the system controller 60, Read-out of
unique ID recorded in BCA of the disk 1 and the prerecording dead information (PIC) currently

recorded on reproduction dedicated regions as a wobbling groove (when BCA is formed) is

performed.

In that case, seek operation control is first performed for the purpose of BCA and the prerecording
dead data zone PR. That is, instructions are taken out to the servo circuit 61 and access operation
of the pickup 51 by the side of the disk most inner circumference is performed.
Then, perform reproduction trace by the pickup 51 and the push pull signal as reflected light

information is acquired, Decoding by the wobble circuit 58, the reader/writer circuit 55, and the ECC
encoder/decoder 57 is performed, and the regenerative data as BCA information or prerecording
dead information is obtained.

The system controller 60 performs laser power setting out, copy protection processing, etc. based
on the BCA information and prerecording dead information which did in this way and were read.

[0094]

Drawing 14 shows the cache memory 60a in the system controller 60. This cache memory 60a is

used for maintenance of TDFL / space bit map read, for example from TDMA of the disk 1, and its

updating.

The system controller 60 performs read-out of TDFL / space bit map which controlled each part
and was recorded on TDMA, when loaded with the disk 1, for example, and it holds the read
information to the cache memory 60a.

Then, when alternating processing by data rewriting or a defect is performed, TDFL / space bit map
in the cache memory 60a are updated.

[0095]

For example, when alternating processing is performed by the writing of data, data rewriting, etc. and
renewal of a space bit map or TDFL is performed, in TDMA of the disk 1 , may carry out additional
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,
recording of TDFL or the space bit map each time, but. If it is made such, consumption of TDMA of
the disk 1 will be brought forward.

Then, TDFL / space bit map is updated within the cache memory 60a until the disk 1 is ejected
from a disk drive device, for example (discharge) and there are directions from host equipment. And
in the time of ejection, etc., final TDFL / space bit map in the cache memory 60a (newest) are
written in TDMA of the disk 1. Then, renewal of many TDFL / space bit maps will be summarized, it

will be updated on the disk 1, and consumption of TDMA of the disk 1 can be reduced.
On the other hand, if TDMA of the disk 1 is updated only when there are directions from the time of
ejection or host equipment, there is concern that there are few updating opportunities. After user
data is recorded on the disk 1, a period until TDMA is updated on the disk 1 will be in the state
where TDMA and a user data recording situation are not adjusted, if it sees on the disk 1.

Undesirably, for this reason, by this example, it mentions later, but lengthening such a period
considers it as the renewal opportunity of TDMA on the disk 1 also with the case where the gap was
generated according to user data record, or it disappears
[0096]

By the way, although the example of composition of the disk drive device of this drawing 14 was
made into the example of the disk drive device connected to AV system 120, it is good also as that
to which a personal computer etc. are connected as host equipment as a disk drive device of this
invention.

There may also be a gestalt which is not connected to the apparatus of further others. In that case,
a final controlling element and an indicator are provided or the composition of the interface part of a
data input/output differs from drawing 14 . That is, while record and reproduction are performed
according to a user's operation, the terminal area for input and output of various data should just be
formed.

[0097]

5. Generating and disappearance of gap
Let generating and disappearance of a gap be a renewal opportunity of TDMA on the disk 1 in this
example. A gap is explained first.

The gap said by this example is the non-record section generated in the range (that is, LRA in a
user data area inner circumference side) to the address on the recording medium shown by ** LRA
for the final recording position information on user data.

Since LRA is an address of the last recording sector of the recorded field which is in the outermost
periphery side in a user data area, it can also be called non-record section which is in front of the
recorded field in a user data area with a gap.

Since user data generally packs and records from the disk inner circumference side to the write
once disk, a gap here is not usually generated. However, the disk 1 of this example is provided with
random access nature by using a space bit map, and does not need to pack and record user data
recording operation from the inner circumference side. Therefore, an opportunity for the gap said by
this example to generate arises.

[0098]

Drawing 1

5

explains the example of generation of a gap, and the situation of disappearance. Drawing
15_(a) - (e) shows transition of the recording situation of the user data area on a disk, respectively.
Drawing 15 (a) shows the state of the blank disk where no user data are recorded. In this case,
although all user data areas are non-record sections, in the light of the above-mentioned definition,
this is not a gap. That is, a gap does not exist in this state.

[0099]

Drawing 15 (b) is in the state which recorded the user datum from the middle of the disk of drawing
15_(a). This recorded field will be called recorded field (Recorded) #1.
In this case, the sector address of the last of recorded field #1 serves as LRA. Therefore, the non-
record section by the side of inner circumference serves as a gap from recorded field #1. That is. a
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,gap occurs.

The non-record section (Un-recorded) by the side of a periphery is not a gap from recorded field

#1.

[0100]

Drawing 15 (c) is in the state which recorded the user datum in the middle of the gap in the state of
drawing 15 (b). This recorded field is set to recorded field #2. In this case, a gap will be divided into
two. It means that the gap had also newly generated this.

Since it is not what user data was recorded on the periphery side from recorded field #1, LRA is not
changed.

[0101]

From the state of drawing 15 (c). drawing 15 (d) performs user data record at the head of a user
data area, and sets to recorded field #3, and performs user data record about the gap between
recorded field #1 and #2, and shows the case where it is referred to as recorded field #4.

Probably, about recorded field #3, user data record is performed about a part of the gap, and, in

such a case, it does not become generating of a new gap from the head of the gap which already
exists.

About recorded field #4, it is in the state where the gap which had already existed was filled up with
user data, and this serves as disappearance of a gap.

Since the case of this drawing 1 5 (d) is not what user data was recorded on the periphery side from
recorded field #1, either, LRA is not changed.

[0102]

Drawing 1 5 (e) is in the state which recorded the user datum from LRA from the state of drawing 15
(d) in the middle of the non-record section (it is not a gap) of a periphery. This recorded field is set
to recorded field #5. In this case, a non-record section will exist in the inner circumference side
from recorded field #5, and this serves as a new gap.

And since user data is recorded on the periphery side from recorded field #1 in this case, LRA is

updated by the last sector address of recorded field #5.

[0103]

For example, according to record of user data, there are generating and disappearance of a gap as
mentioned above, In this example, when there are generating and disappearance of such a gap,
processing which writes the management information memorized by the cache memory 60a, i.e., the
information on TDMA (that is, TDFL / space bit map), in the disk 1 is performed
[0104]

6. Renewal of TDMA
6-1 Updating according to generating and disappearance of the gap
Hereafter, the processing which updates TDMA to the disk 1 is explained.
As contents of TDMA, as mentioned above, there are a space bit map and TDFL, and when
recording operation of data is performed, a space bit map is certainly updated. The contents of
TDFL are updated when the alternating processing by a defect or data rewriting occurs.
TDDS is recorded on the final sector by a space bit map and TDFL, and LRA is contained in TDDS
[0105]

Although each information in such TDMA is updated if needed, below, it makes it an example to
update the space bit map (TDDS which has LRA is included) which is what is certainly changed
according to data recording in the disk 1, and is explained.

When there is the necessity for renewal of TDFL as a case where alternating processing arises in
data recording, it is carried out simultaneously with renewal of a space bit map, and does not carry
out making reference each time in subsequent explanation.

[0106]

In the disk drive device of this example, the contents of the space bit map always memorized by the
cache memory 60a are updated according to performing user data record on a disk. That is, updating
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, which sets to
"1

" the cluster to which record was performed is performed. When LRA changes, the
value of LRA in TDDS of the final sector of the space bit map is updated.
Therefore, the contents of the space bit map memorized by the cache memory 60a become a user
data recording situation in the time, and the adjusted thing

[0107]

On the other hand, whenever the renewal of TDMA in the disk 1 (mainly renewal of a postscript of
the space bit map in TDMA) performs user data record, it is not performed.
In this example, following four are the opportunity to record the newest space bit map memorized by
the cache memory 60a on the disk 1.

- When a gap occurs by user data record
- When a gap disappears by user data record
- When the disk 1 is discharged (ejection)

- When an updating instruction is published from a host
[0108]

Here, when a gap occurs by user data record, and when a gap disappears, the processing which was
made to perform renewal of TDMA of the disk 1, i.e., the processing at the time of user data record,
is explained.

Each processing explained below turns into processing of the system controller 60
[0109]

Drawing 1

6

shows the processing at the time of user data record.
Suppose that the write request of the user datum to a certain address N came from the host
equipment of the AV system 120 grade to the system controller 60.

In this case, processing of drawing 16 is performed in the system controller 60. At Step F101, data
recording processing according to the demand from a host is performed first.

This recording processing is performed by 1 cluster unit.

[0110]

Although the detailed procedure of data recording processing of Step F101 is not shown, the system
controller 60 performs the following processings as processing in Step F101.
About the address (cluster) which had data write first specified from a host, it checks a record
settled or un-recording with reference to the space bit map in the cache memory 60a.
If it has not recorded, processing which records the user data supplied to the specified address by
the host will be performed.

On the other hand, since this data write cannot be performed to the specified address if the
specified address is record settled, data rewriting will be performed using an alternating processing
function. That is, first, using ISA and OSA, alternating processing is possible, or no is judged, and if it

is possible and is, this user data record will be performed to ISA or OSA. That is, it manages so that
it may replace with the address N, and record may be performed to the cluster in ISA or OSA and
the address N may take the place of the cluster in ISA or OSA. In this case, renewal of TDFL will

[CHI ff

Performed at the time of the renewal of a sPace bit maP at the following step F102.

If data write to the address N is performed at Step F101, in Step F102, a space bit map will be
updated within the cache memory 60a. That is, the cluster N which performed data write is shown
as finishing [ writing ].

If the cluster N is an outermost periphery of user data at the time, LRA in TDDS of the final sector
of a space bit map will also be updated
[0112]

Next, in Step F103, it is judged whether the gap explained by drawing 15 was generated by the
writing processing in the above-mentioned step F101, or the gap disappeared.
Processing of this step F103 is shown in drawing 17 in detail.

At Step F201, the bit corresponding to the address N-1 is first acquired in the space bit map in the
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, cache memory 60a, Le. f the space bit map updated at the last step F102. And at Step F202, it is

judged whether it is whether the bit corresponding to the address N-1 is
"1" "0." That is, it is

judged whether the cluster in front of the cluster of the address N recorded this time is a recorded
cluster.

Here, supposing it has not recorded the address N-1, the non-record section will have produced in

the inner circumference side from this data write position, it will progress to Step F204, and it will

be judged that the gap occurred in this data write.

[0113]

On the other hand, supposing the address N-1 is record settled at Step F202, in a space bit map,
the bit corresponding to the address N+1 will be acquired at Step F203 next And at Step F205, it is

judged by whether it is whether the bit corresponding to the address N+1 is
"1" "0" whether the

next cluster of the cluster of the address N recorded this time is a recorded cluster,

finishing [ record of the address N+1 ] — it is — finishing [ a case / the cluster before and behind
the cluster recorded this time / record ] already — it is — that is, the address N recorded this time
can be judged to be what was made into the gap until now. And it can be judged that the gap was
buried by further this record. Therefore, at Step F206, it is judged that the gap disappeared
depending on this record.

[0114]

If there is the address N+1 by un-recording at Step F205, it will be judged at Step F207 that there
was no generating or disappearance of a gap depending on this record.

[0115]

If it judges whether there were any generating and disappearance of a gap by processing like this

drawing 17, according to that result, processing will be branched at Step F104 of drawing 16 .

When there are no generating and disappearance of a gap, it judges whether there is data which is

Step F106 and has not been recorded yet, i.e., the data the recording request is done [ data ] by the
host, and if it is, the sector number 32 will be applied to the address N, and it will be considered as
the new address N. That is, let the following cluster be a write address.
And it returns to Step F101 and data recording to the address N is performed
[0116]

On the other hand, when there are generating and disappearance of a gap at Step F104, It

progresses to Step F105 and the space bit map updated by the space bit map / LRA F102 in the
cache memory 60a at the time, i.e., a step, is written in TDMA on a disk.

[0117]

Processing of this step F105 is shown in drawing 18 in detail.

Similarly the information on TDDS of drawing 12 currently held in the cache memory 60a
(information for one sector containing LRA) is first added at Step F301 as a final sector of the
space bit map in the cache memory 60a.

And at Step F302, additional recording of the space bit map which added TDDS is carried out into
TDMA (refer to drawing 9 ) of the disk 1.

[0118]

The above processing is performed until it is judged that the data which has not finished record at
Step F106 was lost.

Therefore, if generating and disappearance of a gap are immediately after user data record of the
first one cluster when there is a data write demand for one cluster, for example from a host, TDMA
of the disk 1 will be updated:

When there is the above data write demand by two clusters, for example from a host, Immediately
after user data record of the first one cluster, if there are generating and disappearance of a gap, at
the time immediately after the 1 cluster writing, TDMA of the disk 1 is updated and user data record
after 2 cluster eye is performed succeedingly after that. Of course, when there are generating and
disappearance of a gap by user data record after 2 cluster eye, TDMA of the disk 1 is then updated.
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[0119]

6-2 Updating at the time of disk ejection

Renewal of TDMA in the disk 1 (additional recording of a space bit map) is performed also in the
case of disk ejection.

Processing of the system controller 60 in the case of discharging the disk 1 from a disk drive device
is shown in drawing 1

9

.

[0120]

When a user's operation or the directions from a host perform disk ejection, the system controller

60 is Step F401, and checks whether in the cache memory 60a, there has been any renewal of a
space bit map.

If there is no renewal of a space bit map, control which progresses to Step F403 and discharges the
disk 1 will be performed. This serves as the case where it is discharged without performing data
recording once, after being loaded with the disk 1.

On the other hand, when there is renewal of a space bit map by the cache memory 60a, it is Step
F402 and additional recording of the space bit map (LRA is included) is carried out to TDMA of the
disk 1. As for this, processing of above-mentioned drawing 18 will be performed. And after finishing
renewal of TDMA, control which discharges the disk 1 at Step F403 will be performed
[0121]

6-3 Updating by the directions from a host

Renewal of TDMA in the disk 1 (additional recording of a space bit map) is performed even if it

responds to the directions from a host
Drawing 20 shows processing of the system controller 60 when the TDMA update indication from a
host occurs.

[0122]

When the TDMA update indication from a host occurs, the system controller 60 is Step F501, and
checks whether in the cache memory 60a, there has been any renewal of a space bit map.
If there is no renewal of a space bit map, processing will be finished without performing updating in

particular to the disk 1. After being loaded with the disk 1, this serves as the case where update
indication is published from a host, when data recording is not performed once.
On the other hand, when there is renewal of a space bit map by the cache memory 60a, it is Step
F502 and additional recording of the space bit map (LRA is included) is carried out to TDMA of the
disk 1. As for this, processing of above-mentioned drawing 18 will be performed
[0123]

7. Compatibility verification processing

By this example, TDMA of the disk 1 is updated by generating of a gap and disappearance, disk
ejection, and the directions from a host as mentioned above.
Moderate update frequency is realized by renewal of TDMA being performed by especially
generating and disappearance of a gap.

[0124]

By and the thing for which renewal of TDMA with the disk 1 is performed again according to
generating and disappearance of a gap. For example, if a gap and the compatibility of LRA are
checked when loaded with a power turn or a disk, in the disk 1, the compatibility of the contents of
TDMA and a user data recording situation can be checked.
For example, in accidents, such as power supply cutoff before it, when it is judged that it is in the
state where consistency cannot be taken, it is only updating a space bit map / LRA by the cache
memory 60a in the right state, and can restore in the normal state.

[0125]

For this reason, when a disk drive device is made into a power turn, compatibility verification
processing of drawing 21 is performed.
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* Processing of this drawing 21 may be performed not only the time of a power turn but when loaded

with the disk 1.

[0126]

Since it is already loaded with the disk 1 at the time if it is a power turn after being considered as

power OFF, while it had been loaded with the disk 1, processing of drawing 21 is performed. If not

loaded with the disk 1 at the time of a power turn, processing of drawing 21 is not performed though
natural.

Also the case of the power OFF as normal processing, or in power OFF by accidents, such as an
artificial mistake, such as interruption to service, fault of a system action, and electric socket

drawing, it contains with the power OFF when it is loaded with the disk 1 here.

[0127]

First, at Step F601, the newest space bit map in the inside currently recorded on TDMA of the disk

1 and TDFL are read, and it incorporates into the cache memory 60a. The newest LRA exists in

TDDS of a space bit map or the final sector of TDFL.
And in Step F602, LRA which was read from the disk 1 and was cache-memory 60a Incorporated

checks whether it actually consistents as LRA of the user data area of the disk 1.

[0128]

This LRA consistency confirmation processing is shown in drawing 22 in detail.

At Step F701, it is first checked in the address (that is, the next address of LRA) of LRA+1 on the
disk 1 whether data is actually recorded.

According to a space bit map and LRA being updated by the disk 1 according to processing at the
time of user data record being performed like above-mentioned drawing 16 , and there being gap
generation and disappearance. If the address of LRA+1 has not been recorded at this step F701,
LRA read from that disk 1 can be judged to be the right.

For example, even when power supply cutoff happens in an accident during record of the portion of
recorded field #5 of drawing 15 (e) temporarily, it is because renewal of TDMA is performed by
processing of Step F105 of drawing 16 immediately after record of the cluster of the beginning of
recorded field #5.

Thus, if the compatibility of LRA is O.K., LRA consistency confirmation processing will be finished as
it is.

[0129]

However, the compatibility of LRA can be taken when the address of LRA+1 is judged to be data
recording settled at Step F701. That is, it is in the state where user data is recorded after LRA
which should be a final address of user data.

In this case, LRA read into the cache memory 60a at Steps F702-F704 is restored (consistency-
izing).

namely, — following LRA+1 at Step F702 — one by one — LRA+2 and LRA+3 — it actually plays
on ... and a disk and a non-record section is searched. When address LRA+n is a non-record
section, just before address LRA+ (n-1) is original LRA Then, at Step F703, the value of LRA in

TDDS incorporated into the cache memory 60a is updated to LRA+ (n-1) which is a value of the
original LRA.

Then, the situation will be reflected in the space bit map although above-mentioned LRA+1 -LRA+
(n-1) is record settled.

For this reason, in the space bit map which was read from the disk 1 and incorporated into the
cache memory 60a at Step F704, it updates so that it may become finishing recording these
addresses.

[0130]

Consistency confirmation processing of LRA is finished above. Step F703 and the update process of
F704 are updating within the cache memory 60a to the last, and do not update TDMA in the disk 1

at this time.
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* moreover — following the above-mentioned LRA+1 in Step F702 and F703 — one by one — LRA+2
and LRA+3, although the address which follows ... on a disk is played, a non-record section is looked
for and just before the non-record section is made into the right LRA, This is not to generate a

non-record section (that is, gap) between LRA in TDMA, and actual LRA, when processing of

above-mentioned drawing 16 is performed at the time of user data record. When in other words LRA
written to TDMA of the disk 1 does not consistent with a actual user data recording situation,

actual LRA is because it becomes the recorded end-of-region end which continued from the

address certainly shown by LRA written to TDMA.
[0131]

When consistency confirmation processing of LRA is performed like the above drawing 22 as Step
F602 of drawing 21 . next at Step F603. The space bit map incorporated into the cache memory 60a
is checked, and it is distinguished whether the gap shall exist in a space bit map.
That is, the cluster or cluster group which serves as a non-record section in the address by the
side of inner circumference from LRA checks [ 1 or ] whether more than one exist on a space bit

map.

[0132]

Here, on a space bit map, if a gap does not exist, processing of drawing 21 will be finished.

On the other hand, when a gap exists, it is Step F604 and consistency confirmation processing of a

gap is performed. This serves as processing which checks whether the field made into the gap on
the space bit map is really a gap.

This processing is shown in drawing 23 in detail.

[0133]

The gap of the head of the fields made into a gap in the space bit map in the cache memory 60a at

Step F801 is grasped first.

And it is distinguished whether at Step F802, the address of the head of the gap is made to perform
access, data read-out is performed, and it has actually recorded. The address should not be
recorded if it is a gap truly.

If it has not recorded, it will judge that consistency can be taken in a space bit map about the gap
as it is actual, and will progress to Step F805.

In Step F805, it judges whether the gap which is not verified in the field made into the gap in the
space bit map still remains, and if it remains, Step F806 will detect the address made into the
following gap on a space bit map.

And it progresses to Step F802, and reproduces by accessing the gap like the above, and it is

judged whether it is a non-record section.

[0134]

In Step F802, when data is recorded in the field made into a gap, consistency can be taken between
the gap on a space bit map, and the actual gap.

Then, processing which makes a space bit map consistency-ize by Step F803 and F804 is

performed.

First, it reproduces one by one from the head of the field made into the gap on the space bit map,
and Step F803 is searched for a non-record section.

If a non-record section is found in the range made into the gap on a space bit map, the non-record
section or subsequent ones will be a actual gap.

For example, when even address X-X+N is made into the gap (unrecorded) on the space bit map,
supposing even address X-X+ (N-y) is data recording settled actually, a actual gap will be to
address X+ (N-y+1) - address X+N.
Then, at Step F804, the address recorded in the range made into the gap concerned is updated so
that recording may become finishing on a space bit map.
[0135]

Since renewal of TDMA is performed by generating and disappearance of a gap by processing of
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.above-mentioned drawing 16 . In the case of processing of this drawing 23 . it becomes finishing
already recording all the addresses in a certain field (for example, above-mentioned address X-X+N)
made into the gap on the space bit map, and that gap has not disappeared. When for example,
address X+ (N-y+1) is discovered as a non-record section at the above-mentioned step F803, it

becomes finishing from address X+ (N-y+1) recording a part in the range of address X+N, and it

cannot happen that other gaps have arisen after that, either.

Therefore, in Step F803, a non-record section is searched in the range to address X+N sequentially
from the address X, and it only becomes a thing that the bit on the space bit map corresponding to
a recorded cluster may be corrected to "1" which shows a record settled.

[0136]

Consistency confirmation processing of the gap of drawing 23 is performed as mentioned above. The
update process of Step F804 is updating within the cache memory 60a to the last, and does not
update TDMA in the disk 1 at this time.

[0137]

And compatibility verification processing of drawing 21 including LRA and consistency confirmation
processing of a gap is performed as mentioned above.
When processing of this drawing 21 is performed, the space bit map and LRA which were memorized
by the cache memory 60a are adjusted with the actual user data recording situation on the disk 1.

Then, renewal of the space bit map in TDMA on a actual disk is performed in each timing of
generating of a gap and disappearance, disk ejection, and the directions from a host, as mentioned
above.

[0138]

Processing of drawing 21 may be performed as mentioned above not only at the time of a power
turn (at the time of the power turn in the state where it is loaded with the disk 1) but at the time of
disk charge.

Usually, considering that renewal of TDMA is performed at the time of disk ejection, at the time of
the usual disk charge, a space bit map / LRA should always consistent with the actual user data
recording situation.

However, supposing a disk may be compulsorily discharged, for example in the case of the power
OFF by an accident, etc., It also becomes preferred to also be loaded with the disk which is not
adjusted at the time after being considered as the power turn, and to think, therefore to perform
processing of above-mentioned drawing 21 at the time of disk insertion
[0139]

8. Effect and modification by this embodiment
By this embodiment, a space bit map / LRA is updated by the cache memory 60a according to the
recording operation of user data as mentioned above.
The space bit map / LRA in the cache memory 60a are written in TDMA of the disk 1 in each timing
of generating of a gap and disappearance, disk ejection, and the directions from a host.
When considered as a power turn in the state where it is loaded with the disk 1 at least,
compatibility verification processing is performed.
The following effects are acquired by these.

[0140]

First, in a recording process, the renewal of TDMA on a disk is moderately attained by a space bit
map / LRA being recorded on TDMA on the disk 1 according to generating/disappearing of a gap.
That is, in addition to the renewal of TDMA in the time of ejection, or the case of the update
indication from a host, renewal of TDMA is performed by the moderate number of times. This has
too much renewal of TDMA, the management information field on the disk 1 is not consumed
recklessly, either, there is too little renewal of TDMA, and the mismatching period of a space bit
map / LRA, and a user data recording situation does not become long recklessly, either
[0141]
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, Since TDMA is updated by generation or disappearance of a gap on the disk 1, the contents of
TDMA on the disk 1, and the compatibility of a user data recording situation, A gap (gap shown by a
space bit map) and LRA can check by detecting whether it is in agreement with the gap on a actual
disk, or LRA.

If consistency cannot be taken, you may only update so that a space bit map and LRA may only be
adjusted on the cache memory 60a at the time.

For this reason, compatibility distinction and the correspondence processing in the case of
mismatching are dramatically easy.

[0142]

It is not necessary to prepare the processing special as processing to the trouble of the record
midst of the power off in the midst of performing writing processing of data, etc. by compatibility
verification processing of drawing 21 being performed in consideration of the case where
management of a recording situation has an error (mismatching), at the time of a power turn.

If it is made to perform compatibility verification processing of drawing 21 also at the time of disk
insertion, to the disk of the mismatching state by which forced discharge was carried out in the
accident, and a pan. Also when loaded with the ** disk by which forced discharge was carried out
with other disk drive devices (other apparatus by which renewal of TDMA is performed like this
example), it can recover to matching states.

[0143]

In consideration of restoring the mismatching by an accident, it is not necessary to say that the
TDMA information before updating is saved using nonvolatile memory so that clearly from operation
of the above-mentioned embodiment.
If the information frequently updated like especially a space bit map is taken into consideration, use
of the nonvolatile memory which has restriction in a rewrite count is not appropriate, but according
to this example, since it is not necessary to use nonvolatile memory, such a problem is also solved.
Low cost-ization of a device can also be attained by, of course making unnecessary the backup
means of a space bit map / LRA(s), such as nonvolatile memory.
[0144]

As mentioned above, although the disk of an embodiment and the disk drive device corresponding to
it have been explained, this invention is not limited to these examples and can consider various
modifications within the limits of a gist.

For example, as TDMA update timing, it is not both generating of a gap, and disappearance, while
may carry out.

Although write once type an oneHayer disk and a two-layer disk are assumed as a recording
medium concerning this invention, the disk which has a recording layer of three or more layers is

also considered. This invention is applicable if it is furthermore not only by a disk gestalt but by
write once media.

[0145]

[Effect of the Invention]

So that I may be understood from the above explanation in this invention. In the system provided
with random access nature by using write-in existence presentation information (space bit map) in

write once media, Management information including write-in existence presentation information
(space bit map) and the final recording position information (LRA) which shows the final position
user data recorded can be updated on a disk to suitable timing. That is, since management
information (a space bit map and LRA) is updated on a disk according to that a gap (non-record
section) occurs in the field before LRA, or a gap disappearing, in a recording process, the renewal of
management information on a disk is attained moderately. For example, in addition to the renewal of
management information on the disk in the time of ejection, or the case of the update indication
from a host, it becomes suitable that updating according to generation or disappearance of the gap
is performed. That is, on a system action, there is too much updating, the management information
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.field on a disk is not consumed recklessly, either, there is too little updating and the mismatching
period of management information and a user data recording situation can be prevented also from
becoming long recklessly.

[0146]

Since management information is updated by generation or disappearance of a gap on a disk, the
management information on a disk, and the compatibility of a user data recording situation, The gap
(gap shown by a space bit map) and LRA in management information can check by detecting
whether it is in agreement with the gap on a actual disk, or LRA. And what is necessary is just to
update so that a space bit map and LRA may be adjusted only in management information if

consistency cannot be taken.

For this reason, compatibility distinction and the correspondence processing in the case of
mismatching are dramatically easy. It becomes unnecessary or to prepare the special restoration
process corresponding to the mismatching by troubles, such as power off, by the above-mentioned
processing being performed in the case of a power turn, etc.

It is not necessary to save the management information before updating using nonvolatile memory.
[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]It is an explanatory view of the area structure of the disk of an embodiment of the
invention.

[Drawingjfllt is an explanatory view of the structure of the one-layer disk of an embodiment.
[Drawing 3]It is an explanatory view of the structure of the two-layer disk of an embodiment
[Drawing 4]lt is an explanatory view of DMA of the disk of an embodiment
[Drawing 5]It is an explanatory view of the contents of DDS of the disk of an embodiment.
[Drawing 6]It is an explanatory view of the contents of DFL of the disk of an embodiment.
[Drawing 7]It is an explanatory view of the defect list maintenance information on DFL of the disk of
an embodiment, and TDFL
[Drawing 8]It is an explanatory view of the shift address information of DFL of the disk of an
embodiment, and TDFL
[Drawing 9]It is an explanatory view of TDMA of the disk of an embodiment
[Drawing 10]It is an explanatory view of the space bit map of the disk of an embodiment
[Drawing 11]It is an explanatory view of TDFL of the disk of an embodiment
[Drawing 12]It is an explanatory view of TDDS of the disk of an embodiment
[Drawing 13]They are ISA of the disk of an embodiment and an explanatory view of OSA
[Drawing 14]It is a block diagram of the disk drive device of an embodiment.
[Drawing 15]They are generation of the gap of an embodiment, or an explanatory view of
disappearance.

[Drawing 16]It is a flow chart of the processing at the time of the user data writing of an
embodiment
[Drawing 17]It is a flow chart of the gap generation judging process of an embodiment
[Drawing 18]It is a flow chart of the recording processing to the space bit map of an embodiment,
and the disk of LRA.

[Drawing 19]It is a flow chart of the recording processing to the space bit map at the time of
ejection of an embodiment, and the disk of LRA
[Drawing 20] It is a flow chart of the recording processing to the disk of the space bit map by the
directions from the host of an embodiment, and LRA.
[Drawing 21]It is a flow chart of the compatibility verification processing of an embodiment
[Drawing 22]It is a flow chart of LRA consistency confirmation processing of an embodiment
[Drawing 23]It is a flow chart of consistency confirmation processing of the gap of an embodiment
[Description of Notations]

1 A disk and 51 A pickup and 52 A spindle motor, 53 thread mechanisms, 54 A matrix circuit and 55
A reader/writer circuit and 56 Strange demodulator circuit, 57 An ECC encoder/decoder, 58 wobble
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,
circuits, and 59 [ A laser driver, 120 AV systems ] An address decoder and 60 A system controller
and 60a Cache memory, 61 servo circuits, 62 spindle servo circuits, and 63

[Translation done.]
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NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]

[Drawing 2]
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[Drawing 6]
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[Drawing 71
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[Drawing 81
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[Drawing 10]
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[Drawing 13]
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[Drawing 181
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[Drawing 19]
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